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a b s t r a c t
The Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) was designed and built to enhance the capabilities of the ALICE detectorat the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). While aimed at providing electron identification and triggering, the TRDalso contributes significantly to the track reconstruction and calibration in the central barrel of ALICE. In thispaper the design, construction, operation, and performance of this detector are discussed. A pion rejection factorof up to 410 is achieved at a momentum of 1 GeV/𝑐 in p–Pb collisions and the resolution at high transversemomentum improves by about 40% when including the TRD information in track reconstruction. The triggeringcapability is demonstrated both for jet, light nuclei, and electron selection.
© 2017 CERN for the benefit of the Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under theCC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction
A Large Ion Collider Experiment (ALICE) [1,2] is the dedicatedheavy-ion experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN.In central high energy nucleus–nucleus collisions a high-density de-confined state of strongly interacting matter, known as quark–gluonplasma (QGP), is supposed to be created [3–5]. ALICE is designed tomeasure a large set of observables in order to study the properties of theQGP. Among the essential probes there are several involving electrons,which originate, e.g. from open heavy-flavour hadron decays, virtualphotons, and Drell–Yan production as well as from decays of the 𝜓 and
Υ families. The identification of these rare probes requires excellent elec-tron identification, also in the high multiplicity environment of heavy-ion collisions. In addition, the rare probes need to be enhanced withtriggers, in order to accumulate the statistics necessary for differentialstudies. The latter requirement concerns not only probes involving theproduction of electrons, but also rare high transverse momentum probessuch as jets (collimated sprays of particles) with and without heavyflavour. The ALICE Transition Radiation Detector (TRD) fulfils these twotasks and thus extends the physics reach of ALICE.Transition radiation (TR), predicted in 1946 by Ginzburg andFrank [6], occurs when a particle crosses the boundary between twomedia with different dielectric constants. For highly relativistic particles(𝛾 ≳ 1000), the emitted radiation extends into the X-ray domain fora typical choice of radiator [7–9]. The radiation is extremely forwardpeaked relative to the particle direction [7]. As the TR photon yieldper boundary crossing is of the order of the fine structure constant
1 See Appendix for the list of collaboration members.
(𝛼 = 1∕137), many boundaries are needed in detectors to increase theradiation yield [10]. The absorption of the emitted X-ray photons inhigh-𝑍 gas detectors leads to a large energy deposition compared to thespecific energy loss by ionisation of the traversing particle.Since their development in the 1970s, transition radiation detectorshave proven to be powerful devices in cosmic-ray, astroparticle andaccelerator experiments [10–20]. The main purpose of the transitionradiation detectors in these experiments was the discrimination ofelectrons from hadrons via, e.g. cluster counting or total charge/energyanalysis methods. In a few cases they provided charged-particle track-ing. The transition radiation photons are in most cases detected eitherby straw tubes or by multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC). Insome experiments [10,13,16,21] and in test setups [22–25], shortdrift chambers (usually about 1 cm) were employed for the detection.Detailed reviews on the transition radiation phenomenon, detectors, andtheir application to particle identification can be found in [10,26–28].The ALICE TRD, which covers the full azimuth and the pseudorapid-ity range −0.84 < 𝜂 < 0.84 (see next section), is part of the ALICE centralbarrel. The TRD consists of 522 chambers arranged in 6 layers at aradial distance from 2.90 m to 3.68 m from the beam axis. Each chambercomprises a foam/fibre radiator followed by a Xe-CO2-filled MWPCpreceded by a drift region of 3 cm. The extracted temporal informationrepresents the depth in the drift volume at which the ionisation signalwas produced and thus allows the contributions of the TR photon andthe specific ionisation energy loss of the charged particle d𝐸∕d𝑥 to beseparated. The former is preferentially absorbed at the entrance of the
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chamber and the latter distributed uniformly along the track. Electronscan be distinguished from other charged particles by producing TR andhaving a higher d𝐸∕d𝑥 due to the relativistic rise of the ionisationenergy loss. The usage of the temporal information further enhancesthe electron–hadron separation power. Due to the fast read-out andonline reconstruction of its signals, the TRD has also been successfullyused to trigger on electrons with high transverse momenta and jets(3 or more high-𝑝T tracks). Last but not least, the TRD improves theoverall momentum resolution of the ALICE central barrel by providingadditional space points at large radii for tracking, and tracks anchoredby the TRD will be a key element to correct space charge distortionsexpected in the ALICE TPC in LHC Run 3 [29]. A first version of thecorrection algorithm is already in use for Run 2.In this article the design, construction, operation, and performance ofthe ALICE TRD is described. Section 2 gives an overview of the detectorand its construction. The gas system is detailed in Section 3. The servicesrequired for the detector are outlined in Section 4. In Section 5 theread-out of the detector is discussed and the Detector Control System(DCS) used for reliable operation and monitoring of the detector ispresented in Section 6. The detector commissioning and its operationare discussed in Section 7. Tracking, alignment, and calibration aredescribed in detail in Sections 8–10, while various methods for chargedhadron and electron identification are presented in Section 11. The useof the TRD trigger system for jets, electrons, heavy-nuclei, and cosmic-ray muons is described in Section 12.
2. Detector overview
A cross-section of the central part of the ALICE detector [1,2],installed at Interaction Point 2 (IP2) of the LHC, is shown in Fig. 1.The central barrel detectors cover the pseudorapidity range |𝜂| ≲ 0.9and are located inside a solenoid magnet, which produces a magneticfield of 𝐵 = 0.5 T along the beam direction. The Inner TrackingSystem (ITS) [30], placed closest to the nominal interaction point, isemployed for low momentum tracking, particle identification (PID),and primary and secondary vertexing. The Time Projection Chamber(TPC) [31], which is surrounded by the TRD, is used for trackingand PID. The Time-Of-Flight detector (TOF) [32] is placed outside theTRD and provides charged hadron identification. The ElectroMagneticCalorimeter (EMCal) [33], the PHOton Spectrometer (PHOS) [34], and
Fig. 1. Schematic cross-section of the ALICE detector perpendicular to the LHC beamdirection (status of the detector since the start of LHC Run 2). The central barrel detectorscover the pseudorapidity range |𝜂| ≲ 0.9 and are located inside the solenoid magnet, whichprovides a magnetic field with strength 𝐵 = 0.5 T along the beam direction.
the High Momentum Particle Identification Detector (HMPID) [35] areused for electron, jet, photon and hadron identification. Their azimuthalcoverage is shown in Fig. 1. Not visible in the figure are the V0 and T0detectors [36,37], as well as the Zero Degree Calorimeters (ZDC) [38],which are placed at small angles on both sides of the interactionregion. These detectors can be employed, e.g. to define a minimum-biastrigger, to determine the event time, the centrality and event plane of acollision [2,39,40]. Likewise, the muon spectrometer [41,42] is outsidethe view on one side of the experiment, only, covering −4 < 𝜂 < −2.5.Fig. 1 also shows the definition of the global ALICE coordinatesystem, which is a Cartesian system with its point of origin at thenominal interaction point (𝑥lab, 𝑦lab, 𝑧lab = 0); the 𝑥lab-axis pointinginwards radially to the centre of the LHC ring and the 𝑧lab-axis coincidingwith the direction of one beam and pointing in direction opposite to themuon spectrometer. According to the (anti-)clock-wise beam directions,the muon spectrometer side is also called C-side, the opposite sideA-side.The design of the TRD is a result of the requirements and constraintsdiscussed in the Technical Design Report [44]. It has a modular structureand its basic component is a multiwire proportional chamber (MWPC).Each chamber is preceded by a drift region to allow for the recon-struction of a local track segment, which is required for matching ofTRD information with tracks reconstructed with ITS and TPC at highmultiplicities. TR photons are produced in a radiator mounted in frontof the drift section and then absorbed in a xenon-based gas mixture.A schematic cross-section of a chamber and its radiator is shown inFig. 2. The shown local coordinate system is a right-handed orthogonalCartesian system, similar to the global coordinate system, rotated suchthat the 𝑥-axis is perpendicular to the chamber. Six layers of chambersare installed to enhance the pion rejection power. An eighteen-foldsegmentation in azimuth (𝜑), with each segment called ‘sector’, waschosen to match that of the TPC read-out chambers. In the longitudinaldirection (𝑧lab), i.e. along the beam direction, the coverage is split intofive stacks, resulting in a manageable chamber size. The five stacks arenumbered from 0 to 4, where stack 4 is at the C-side and stack 0 at theA-side. Layer 0 is closest, layer 5 farthest away from the collision pointin the radial direction. In each sector, 30 read-out chambers (arrangedin 6 layers and 5 stacks) are combined in a mechanical casing, called a‘supermodule’ (see Fig. 3 and Section 2.3).In total the TRD can host 540 read-out chambers (18 sectors × 6 lay-ers × 5 stacks), however in order to minimise the material in front ofthe PHOS detector in three sectors (sectors 13–15, for numbering see
Fig. 2. Schematic cross-section of a TRD chamber in the 𝑥–𝑧 plane (perpendicular to thewires) with tracks of a pion and an electron to illustrate the ionisation energy depositionand the TR contribution. The large energy deposition due to the TR photon absorptionis indicated by the large red circle in the drift region. The drift lines (solid lines) arecalculated with Garfield [43] and correspond to the nominal voltage settings for chamberoperation. The radiator is not drawn to scale.
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Fig. 3. Cross-section (longitudinal view) of a supermodule.
Table 1General parameters of the TRD. The indicated weight corresponds to a supermodule with30 read-out chambers; the length of the supermodule does not include the connected ser-vices. At maximum 30 time bins can be read out, typical values used in Run 1 and Run 2are 22–24 (see Section 5.2).
Parameter Value
Pseudorapidity coverage −0.84 < 𝜂 < +0.84Azimuthal coverage 𝜑 360◦Radial position 2.90 m to 3.68 mLength of a supermodule 7.02 mWeight of a supermodule 1.65 tSegmentation in 𝜑 18 sectorsSegmentation in 𝑧lab 5 stacksSegmentation in 𝑟 6 layersTotal number of read-out chambers 522Size of a read-out chamber (active area) 0.90 m × 1.06 m to 1.13 m × 1.43 mRadiator material Fibre/foam sandwichDepth of radiator 4.7 cmDepth of drift region 3.0 cmDepth of amplification region 0.7 cmNumber of time bins (100 ns) 30 (22–24)Total number of read-out pads 1 150 848Total active area 673.4 m2Detector gas Xe-CO2 (85-15)Gas volume 27 m3Drift voltage (nominal) ∼2150 VAnode voltage (nominal) ∼1520 VGas gain (nominal) ∼ 3200Drift field ∼700 V/cmDrift velocity ∼1.56 cm/μsAvg. radiation length along 𝑟 ⟨𝑋∕𝑋0⟩ 24.7%
Fig. 1) the chambers in the middle stack were not installed. This resultsin a system of 522 individual read-out chambers. The main parametersof the detector are summarised in Table 1.At the start of the first LHC period (Run 1) in 2009 the TRDparticipated with seven supermodules. Six further supermodules werebuilt and integrated into the experiment during short winter shutdownperiods of the accelerator, three in each winter shutdown period of 2010and 2011. The TRD was completed during the Long Shutdown 1 (LS) ofthe LHC in 2013–2014. With all 18 supermodules installed, full coveragein azimuth was accomplished for the second LHC period (Run 2) startingin 2015.
2.1. Read-out chambers
The size of the read-out chambers changes radially and along thebeam direction (see Fig. 3). The active area per chamber thus variesfrom 0.90 m × 1.06 m to 1.13 m × 1.43 m (𝑥 × 𝑧). The optimal design ofa read-out chamber (see Fig. 2) was found considering the requirementson precision and mechanical stability, and minimisation of the amountof material.The construction of the radiator, discussed in the following sub-section, is essential for the mechanical stability of the chamber. Thedrift electrode, an aluminised mylar foil (25 μm thick), is an integralpart of the radiator. To ensure a uniform drift field throughout the entiredrift volume, a field cage with a voltage divider chain is employed [44].The current at nominal drift voltage is about 170 μA. The groundedcathode wires are made of Cu-Be and have a diameter of 75 μm, whilethe anode wires are made of Au-plated tungsten with a diameter of
20 μm. The pitch for the cathode and anode wires are 2.5 mm and 5 mm,respectively; the tensions at winding were 1 N and 0.45 N [45]. Thewire lengths vary from 1.08 m to 1.45 m. The maximum deformationof the chamber frame was 150 μm under the wire tension indicated,leading to a maximum 10% loss in wire tension. Even with an additional1 mbar overpressure in the gas volume (see Section 3), the deformationof the drift electrode can be kept within the specification of less than1 mm. The segmented cathode pad plane is manufactured from thinPrinted Circuit Boards (PCB) and glued on a light honeycomb andcarbon fibre sandwich to ensure planarity and mechanical stiffness. Thedesign goal of having a maximum deviation from planarity of 150 μmwas achieved with only a few chambers exceeding slightly this value.The PCBs of the pad plane were produced in two or three pieces. ThePCBs are segmented into 12 (stack 2) or 16 pads along the 𝑧-direction,and 144 pads in the direction of the anode wires (𝑟𝜑). The pad areavaries from 0.635 cm × 7.5 cm to 0.785 cm × 9 cm [45] to achieve aconstant granularity with respect to the distance from the interactionpoint. The pad width of 0.635 cm to 0.785 cm in the 𝑟𝜑 directionwas chosen so that charge sharing between adjacent pads (typicallythree), which is quantified by the pad response function (PRF) [46],is achieved. As a consequence, the position of the charge depositioncan be reconstructed in the 𝑟𝜑-direction with a spatial resolution of
≲ 400 μm [46]. In the longitudinal direction, the coarser segmentationis sufficient for the track matching with the inner detectors. In addition,the pads are tilted by ± 2◦ (sign alternating layer-by-layer) as shownin Fig. 4, which improves the 𝑧-resolution during track reconstructionwithout compromising the 𝑟𝜑 resolution. For clusters confined withinone pad row, a 𝑧 position at the row centre is assumed, 𝑧cluster = 𝑧0.The honeycomb structure also acts as a support for the read-out boards.The pads are connected to the read-out boards by short polyester ribboncables via milled holes in the honeycomb structure.
Fig. 4. Pad geometry of a TRD read-out chamber in layer 3 (not stack 2). The pad tiltis ± 2◦ with respect to the 𝑧-axis (along the beam direction), with the sign alternatingbetween layers.
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Fig. 5. Average pulse height as a function of drift time for pions and electrons (withand without radiator). The time axis is shown with an arbitrary offset of 0.3 μs. Themeasurements were performed at the CERN PS with prototype read-out chambers thatwere smaller in overall size (active area 25 cm × 32 cm) but otherwise similar inconstruction to that of the final detector. Figure taken from [47].
The original design of the TRD was conceived such that events witha multiplicity of d𝑁ch/d𝜂 = 8000 would have lead to an occupancy of34% in the detector [44]. The fast read-out and processing of such dataon 1.15 ⋅ 106 read-out channels required the design and production offully customised front-end electronics (see Section 5).The positive signal induced on the cathode pad plane is amplifiedusing a charge-sensitive PreAmplifier-ShAper (PASA) (see Section 5) andthe signals on the cathode pads are sampled in time bins of 100 ns insidethe TRAcklet Processor (TRAP, see Section 5). For LHC Run 1 and Run 2running conditions (see Section 7.2), the probability for pile-up eventsis small. The averaged time evolution of the signal is shown in Fig. 5for pions and electrons, with and without radiator. In the amplificationregion (early times), the signal is larger, because the ionisation fromboth sides of the anode wires contributes to the same time interval. Thecontribution of TR is seen as an increase in the measured average signalat times corresponding to the entrance of the chamber (around 2.5 μsin Fig. 5), where the TR photons are preferentially absorbed. At largetimes (beyond 2.5 μs), the effect of the slow ion movement becomesvisible as a tail. Various approximations of the time response function,the convolution of the long tails with the shaping of the PASA, werestudied in order to optimally cancel the tails in data, see Section 8.The knowledge of the ionisation energy loss is important for thecontrol of the detector performance and for tuning the Monte Carlosimulations. A set of measurements was performed with prototyperead-out chambers with detachable radiators for pions and electronsat various momenta [48]. An illustration of the measured data isshown in Fig. 6 for pions and electrons with a momentum of 2 GeV∕𝑐.The simulations describe the Landau distribution of the total ionisa-tion energy deposition, determined from the calibrated time-integratedchamber signal. A compilation of such measurements over a broadmomentum range including data obtained with cosmic-ray muons andfrom collisions recorded with ALICE is shown in Section 11, Fig. 37.Measurements of the position resolution in the 𝑟𝜑-direction (𝜎𝑦)and angular resolution 𝜎𝜑, conducted with prototype chambers, estab-lished that the required performance of the detector and electronics(𝜎𝑦 ≲400 μm and 𝜎𝜑 ≤ 1◦) is reached for signal-to-noise values ofabout 40, which corresponds to a moderate gas gain of about 3500 [46].The production of a chamber was performed in several steps andcompleted in one week on average. First, the aluminium walls of thechamber were aligned on a precision table and glued to the radiator
Fig. 6. Distributions of the ionisation energy loss of pions and electrons with momenta of2GeV∕𝑐. The symbols represent the measurements obtained at the CERN PS with prototyperead-out chambers that were smaller in overall size (active area 25 cm × 32 cm) butotherwise similar in construction to that of the final detector. The lines are simulationsaccounting (continuous line) or not (dashed line) for the long range of 𝛿-electrons ascompared to the chamber dimensions. Figure taken from [48].
panel. The glueing table was custom-built to ensure the required me-chanical precision and time-efficient handling of the components. Foralmost all junctions the two-component epoxy glue Araldite® AW 116with hardener HV 953BD was used. In a few places, where a higherviscosity glue was needed, Araldite® AW 106 was applied. In a secondstep, the cathode and anode wires were wound on a custom-madewinding machine and glued onto a robust aluminium frame in order tokeep the wire tension. This aluminium frame was subsequently placedon top of the chamber body, and the cathode and anode wires weretransferred to the G10 ledges glued to the chamber body. After gluingof the anode and cathode wire planes, the tension of each wire waschecked by moving a needle valve with pressurised air across thewires. The induced resonance frequency in each wire was determinedby measuring the reflected light of an LED [49]. Afterwards the padplane and honeycomb structure were placed on top of the chamberbody. Following this production process, each chamber was subjectedto a series of quality control tests with an Ar-CO2 (70-30) gas mixture.The tests were performed once before the chamber was sealed withepoxy (closed with clamps) and repeated after chamber validation andglueing. In the following the requirements are described [50]. Theanode leakage current was required not to exceed a value of 10 nA.The gas leak rate was determined by flushing the chamber with theAr-CO2 gas mixture and measuring the O2 content of the outflowinggas. It was required to be less than 1 mbar ⋅ l/h. In addition, the leakconductance was measured at an underpressure of 0.4–0.5 mbar in thechamber. The underpressure test was only introduced at a later stage ofthe mass production after viscous leaks were found, see Section 3.4.1for more details. Comparisons of the anode current induced by a 109Cdsource placed at 100 different positions across the active area alloweddeterminations of the gain uniformity. The step size for this two-dimensional scan was about 10 cm in both directions and the measuredvalues were required to be within ±15% of the median. Electricallydisconnected wires were detected by carrying out a one-dimensional
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scan perpendicular to the wires with a step size of 1 cm. This scan clearlyidentified any individual wire that was not connected due to the visiblegas gain anomaly in the vicinity of this wire, and allowed for repair. Forone position the absolute gas gain was determined by measuring theanode current and by counting the pulses of the 109Cd source. The longterm stability was characterised by monitoring the gas gain in intervalsof 15 min over a period of 12 h.
2.2. Radiator
The design of the radiator is shown in Fig. 7. Polypropylene fibremats of 3.2 cm total thickness are sandwiched between two plates ofRohacell® foam HF71, which are mechanically reinforced by laminationof carbon fibre sheets of 100 μm thickness. Aluminised kapton foilsare glued on top, to ensure gas tightness and to also serve as thedrift electrode. For mechanical reinforcement, cross-bars of Rohacell®foam of 0.8 cm thickness are glued between the two foam sheets of thesandwich, with a pitch of 20–25 cm depending on the chamber size.After construction the transmission of the full radiator was measuredusing the K𝛼 line of Cu at 8.04 keV to ensure the homogeneity of theradiators [51]. This line was chosen as its energy is close to the mostprobable value of the TR spectrum (see Fig. 8).Measurements with prototypes [52] indicated that such a sandwichradiator produces 30%–40% less TR compared to a regularly spacedfoil radiator. However, constructing a large-area detector with radiatorsmade out of 100 regularly spaced foils each is infeasible. The impact ofvarious radiators constructed from fibres and/or foam on, e.g. particleidentification is discussed in [47,52]. Based on these measurements thefibre/foam sandwich radiator design was chosen for the final detector.The spectra of TR produced by electrons with a momentum of2 GeV∕𝑐 as measured with the ALICE TRD sandwich radiator is shown
Fig. 7. Side (left) and top (right) view of the design of the TRD sandwich radiator [44].
Fig. 8. Measured and simulated spectra of TR produced by electrons with a momentumof 2 GeV∕𝑐 for the ALICE TRD sandwich radiator. Figure adapted from [52].
in Fig. 8. Such a measurement is important for the tuning of simula-tions in the ALICE setup. As the production of TR is not included inGEANT3 [53], which is used to propagate generated particles throughthe ALICE apparatus for simulations, we have explicitly added it toour simulations in AliRoot [54], the ALICE offline framework forsimulation, reconstruction and analysis. An effective parameterisationof the irregular radiator in terms of a regular foil radiator is employedas an approximation. The simulations describe the data satisfactorilyincluding the momentum dependence [52].
2.3. Supermodule
The detector is installed in the spaceframe (the common supportstructure for most of the central barrel detectors) in 18 supermodules,each of which can host 30 read-out chambers arranged in 5 stacksand 6 layers (see Fig. 3). The overall shape of the supermodule is atrapezoidal prism with a length of 7.02 m (8 m including services). Itsheight is 0.78 m and the shorter (longer) base of the trapezoid is 0.95 m(1.22 m). The weight of a supermodule with 30 read-out chambers isabout 1.65 t. Mechanical stability is provided by a hull of aluminiumprofiles and sheets, connected with stainless steel screws. The materialswere chosen to minimise the interference with the magnetic field inthe solenoid magnet. In front of PHOS, where minimal radiation lengthis required, the aluminium sheets of the short and long base of thetrapezoid were replaced by carbon-fibre windows.All service connections must be routed internally to the end-capsof the supermodule. Those that require materials with large radiationlength are placed at the sidewalls, outside the active area of the TRDand most other detectors in ALICE. This includes the low-voltage powerdistribution bus bars as well as other copper wires for the DetectorControl System (DCS) board power, network and high-voltage (HV)connections between the fanout boxes and read-out chambers, and therectangular cooling pipes (see Section 4 for more details).Low-voltage (LV) power for the read-out boards is provided viacopper power bus bars (2 for each layer and voltage as described inTable 3) with a cross-section of 6 mm × 6 mm (per channel) runningalong the sidewalls of the supermodule. Each read-out board is con-nected directly to the power bus bars. Heat generated by ohmic losses inthe power bus bars is partially transferred to the adjacent cooling pipes(see Section 4.2). The power bus bars protrude about 30 cm from eachside of the supermodule hull, where they are equipped with capacitorsfor voltage stabilisation. On one end-cap of the supermodule the powerbus bars are connected via a low-voltage patch panel to the long supplylines to the power supplies outside of the magnet.Each read-out chamber is equipped with 6 or 8 read-out boards (seeSection 2.1) and one DCS board (see Section 4.4). Power is providedand controlled separately for each DCS board by a power distributionbox. The DCS boards are connected via twisted-pair cables to Ethernetpatch panels at the end-caps and the boards of two adjacent layers areconnected via flat-ribbon cables in a daisy chain loop to provide low-level Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) access to neighbouring boards.For each chamber, three optical fibres are routed to the end-capon the C-side. Two fibres connect the optical read-out interfaces to apatch panel, where they are linked via the Global Tracking Unit (GTU)(see Section 5) to the Data AcQuisition (DAQ) systems. One trigger fibreconnects the DCS board to the trigger distribution box (see Section 5.1),which receives the trigger signals from the pretrigger system or its back-up system and splits them into 30 fibres (+2 spares).The supermodules were constructed from 2006 to 2014. In the fol-lowing, we discuss the sequence of required steps. After the constructionof the supermodule hulls, the power bus bars and patch panels for thedistribution of low voltage for the read-out boards and the coolingbars for the water cooling were mounted on the sidewalls. Next thepower distribution box (DCS board power), the box for trigger signaldistribution, a patch panel for the optical read-out fibres, and the high-voltage distribution boxes were installed at the end-caps.
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Before integrating the read-out chambers into a supermodule, theywere equipped with electronics (read-out boards, DCS boards) andcooling pipes. After a series of tests were performed to ensure stableoperation [55,56], the chambers were then inserted layer by layer. Thefirst connection established during the installation was the gas linkbetween the chambers (using polyether ether ketone connectors). Thechambers were fixed to the hull with three screws on each of the longsides after performing a manual physical alignment. As demonstratedby later measurements (Section 9), the alignment in 𝑟𝜑 between thechambers is of the order of 0.6–0.7 mm (r.m.s.).The cables to and from the read-out boards used for JTAG, low-voltage sensing, Ethernet, and DCS power were routed along one sideof the chambers. The cable lengths in the active area on top of thechambers were minimised, avoiding cables from the read-out pads tocross. On the other side of the chambers, only the high voltage cableswere routed. They were soldered at two separate HV distribution boxesfor anode and drift voltage at one end-cap of the supermodule. Eachread-out board (38 per layer) was connected to the power bus bars (lowvoltage) using pre-mounted cables. The cooling pipes (4 per read-outboard) were connected by small Viton tubes. In the 𝑧-direction acrossthe read-out chambers, only optical fibres for the trigger distribution(1 per chamber) and data read-out (2 per chamber) were routed.In addition to layer-wise tests during installation, a final test wasdone after completion. The test setup consisted of low-voltage and high-voltage supplies, a cooling plant, a gas system [57], as well as a fulltrigger setup and read-out equipment. Also a trigger for cosmic rays wasbuilt and installed [58,59]. It was used for first measurements of the gasgain and the chamber alignment, and to also study the zero suppressionduring assembly [49,60–64].After transport to CERN pre-installation tests were performed (seeSection 7.1 and [65]) and the supermodules were installed in the spaceframe with a precision of 1 cm (r.m.s.) in 𝑧lab-direction. The maximumtolerance in 𝜑 is 2 cm due to constraints given by the space frame.In addition to the sequential assembly and installation, four super-modules were completely disassembled again in 2008 and 2009. Theinitial tests were not sensitive to viscous leaks of the read-out chambersand thus the supermodules were rebuilt after improving the gas tightness(see Section 3.4.1). Furthermore, in 2013 during LS 1, one supermodulewas disassembled in order to improve the high-voltage stability of theread-out chambers (see Section 7.3).
2.4. Material budget
A precise knowledge of the material budget of the detector is impor-tant to obtain a precise description of the detector in the Monte Carlosimulations, which are used, e.g. to compute the track reconstructionefficiencies.The TRD geometry, as implemented in the simulation part of AliRoot,consists of the read-out chambers, the services, and the supermoduleframe. All these parts are placed inside the space frame volume. Thematerial of a read-out chamber is obtained including several materialcomponents. A general overview of the various components is given inTable 2.The material budget in the simulation was adjusted to match theestimate based on measurements during the construction phase of
Table 2Parts of one read-out chamber, radiator, electronics, and their average contribution to theradiation length in the active area for particles with normal incidence.
Description 𝑋∕𝑋0 (%)Radiator 0.69Chamber gas and amplification region 0.21Pad plane 0.77Electronics (incl. honeycomb structure) 1.18
Total 2.85
Fig. 9. The radiation length map in units of 𝑋∕𝑋0 in a zoomed-in part of the activedetector area as a function of the pseudorapidity and the azimuthal angle, calculatedfrom the geometry in AliRoot (the colour scale has a suppressed zero). The positions of theMCMs and the cooling pipes are visible as hot spots. The radiation length was calculatedfor particles originating from the collision vertex. Therefore the cooling pipes of the sixlayers overlap for small, but not large 𝜂. (For interpretation of the references to colour inthis figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
the final detector. The supermodule frames consist of the aluminiumsheets on the sides, top, and bottom of a supermodule together withthe traversing support structures, such as the LV power bus bars andcooling arteries. Additional electronics equipment is represented byaluminium boxes that contain the corresponding copper layers to mimicthe present material. The services are also introduced, including, e.g. thegas distribution boxes, cooling pipes, power and read-out cables, andpower connection panels.Fig. 9 shows the resulting radiation length map, quantified in unitsof radiation length (𝑋∕𝑋0), in a zoomed-in part of the active detectorarea. It is clearly visible that the Multi-Chip Modules (MCM)s on theread-out boards (see Section 5) and the cooling pipes introduce hotspots in 𝑋∕𝑋0. After averaging over the shown area, the mean value isfound to be ⟨𝑋∕𝑋0⟩ = 24.7% for a supermodule with aluminium profilesand sheets and 30 read-out chambers (6 chambers per stack with thematerial budget as indicated in Table 2). The reduced material budgetof the supermodules in front of the PHOS detector (carbon fibre insertsinstead of aluminium sheets and no read-out chambers in stack 2) islikewise modelled in the simulation. In regions directly in front of PHOS⟨𝑋∕𝑋0⟩ is only 1.9%.The total weight of a single fully equipped TRD supermodule asdescribed in the AliRoot geometry, including all services, is 1595 kg,which is about 3.3% less than its real weight. This discrepancy can beattributed to material of service components, such as the gas manifold(see Section 3.3) and the patch panel, outside the active area, whichwere not introduced in the AliRoot geometry.
3. Gas
At atmospheric pressure, a total of 27 m3 of a xenon-based gasmixture must be circulated through the TRD detector. This expensivegas cannot be flushed through, but rather has to be re-circulated in aclosed loop by using a compressor and independent pressure and flowregulation systems. The gas system of the TRD follows a pattern inconstruction, modularisation, control, and supervision which is commonto all LHC gaseous detectors, with emphasis on the regulation of a verysmall overpressure on the read-out chambers and on the minimisationof leaks. The basic modules such as mixer, purification, pump, exhaust,analysis, etc., are based on a set of equal templates applied to thehardware and the software. A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)controls each system and the user interacts with it through a supervisionpanel. Upon a global command, the PLC executes a sequence thatconfigures all elements of the gas system for a given operation mode
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and continuously regulates the active elements of the system. In thismanner the modules and operational conditions can be customised tothe specific requirements of each detector, from the control of thestability of the overpressure in the detectors, the circulation flow, andthe gas purification, recuperation and distillation, to the monitoring ofthe gas composition and quality (Xe-CO2 (85-15), and as little O2, H2Oand N2 as possible).
3.1. Gas choice
As well as being an array of tracking drift chambers, the TRD isan electron identification device, achieved through the detection of TRphotons. In order to efficiently absorb these several keV photons, a high
𝑍 gas is necessary. Fig. 10 shows, for three noble gases, the absorptionlength of photons of energies in the range of typical TR production. Ataround 10 keV the absorption length in Xe is less than a cm, whereasfor Kr it is several cm. This argues for the choice of Xe as noble gasfor the operating mixture. CO2 is selected as the quenching gas, sincehydrocarbons are excluded for flammability and ageing reasons. Thechoice of the exact composition is in this case rather flexible, sincethe design of the wire chambers leaves enough freedom in the choiceof the drift field and anode potential. The best compromise for the
Fig. 10. Absorption length of X-rays in noble gases in the relevant energy range of TRproduction.
CO2 concentration corresponds to the mixture Xe-CO2 (85-15), whichensures a very good efficiency of TR photon absorption by Xe andprovides stability against discharges to the detector.Furthermore, this mixture exhibits a nice stability of the drift veloc-ity, at the nominal drift field, also with the inevitable contaminationof small amounts of N2 that accumulates in the gas through leaks(see Section 3.2). The drift velocity of the Xe-CO2 (85-15) mixture,pure and with substantial admixtures of N2, as a function of the driftfield, is shown in Fig. 11 (left). The drift velocity does not depend onthe N2 contamination at the nominal drift field of 700 V/cm. On theother hand, as illustrated in Fig. 11 (right), the anode voltage wouldneed a 50 V readjustment to keep the gain constant when increasingthe concentration of N2 by 10% in the mixture. It should be notedthat intakes of less than 5% N2 are typically observed in one year ofoperation. After 2–3 years of operation, the N2 is cryogenically separatedfrom the Xe (see Section 3.3.9).The operation of the chambers in a magnetic field of 0.5 T, perpen-dicular to the electric drift field (700 V/cm), forces the drifting electronson a trajectory, which is inclined with respect to the electric field. Theso-called Lorentz angle is about 9◦ for this gas mixture (see Section 10).For commissioning purposes, where TR detection is not necessary,the read-out chambers are flushed with Ar-CO2 (82-18), which isavailable in a premixed form at low cost.
3.2. Requirements and specifications
The TRD consists of read-out chambers with an area of about 1 m2which are built with low material budget. This poses a severe restrictionon the maximum overpressure that the detector can hold. Therefore,while in operation, the pressure of each supermodule is regulated bythe gas system to a fraction of a mbar above atmospheric pressure andthe safety bubblers, installed close to the supermodules, are adjusted torelease gas at about 1.3 mbar overpressure. The detector can hold anoverpressure in excess of 5 mbar.Another tight constraint arises from the highly disadvantageoussurface-to-volume ratio of the detector, which enhances the challenge ofkeeping the gas losses through leaks to a minimum. Cost considerationsdrive the criterion for the maximum allowable leak rate of the system:a reasonable target is to lose less than 10% of the total gas volumethrough leaks in one year. This translates into a total leak conductance of1 ml/h per supermodule at 0.1 mbar overpressure. As a result, unlike inother gas systems, gas is not continuously vented out to the atmosphere.Furthermore, the filling and emptying of the system must be performed
Fig. 11. Left: Drift velocity as a function of the drift field for the nominal gas mixture Xe-CO2 and different admixtures of N2. Right: Gain as a function of the anode voltage for the samegas mixtures.
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Fig. 12. Schematic view of the TRD gas system. The gas circulates in a closed looppushed by a compressor. The flow for each supermodule is determined by the pressureset at individual pressure reducers in the inlet distribution modules. The overpressure isregulated with individual pneumatic valves at the return modules. The gas is purified atthe surface and, when needed, supply gas is mixed and added to the loop. For the fillingand the removing of the expensive xenon, semipermeable membranes are used to separateit from the CO2. The recovered xenon can be treated in a cryogenic plant in order to removeaccumulated N2, prior to storage.
with marginal losses of xenon. Adequate gas separation and cryogenicdistillation techniques are therefore implemented. Furthermore, anypulse-height measuring detector must be operated with a gas free ofelectronegative substances, such as O2, which is continuously removedfrom the gas stream. Precautions are taken by chromatographic analysesof both the supply xenon and of the air inside the volume of the solenoidmagnet to avoid any SF6 contamination of the gas through gas supplycylinders or from neighbouring detectors.
3.3. Description of the gas system
The TRD gas system follows the general architecture of all closedloop systems of the LHC detectors, but is customised to meet therequirements specified above. The various modules of the gas systemare distributed, as shown schematically in Fig. 12, on the surface, ina location halfway down the cavern shaft, and in the cavern. The gasis circulated by compressors that suck the gas from the detector andcompresses it to a high pressure value. This pumping action is regulatedto keep the desired overpressure at the detector. In the high-pressurepart of the system, at the surface, gas purification, mixing, and otheroperations are carried out. On its way to the cavern, the gas is distributedto individual supermodules using pressure regulators. The gas circulatesthrough the detector and at the outlet of each sector a gas manifold isused to return the gas through a single line and to hold the pressureregulation hardware. Halfway to the surface, a set of pneumatic valvesis used to regulate the flow from each supermodule in order to keep thedesired overpressure. The gas is then compressed into a high pressurebuffer prior to circulation back to the surface.
3.3.1. DistributionXenon is a heavy gas; its standard condition density at ambientconditions is 5.76 kg/m3, 4.7 times that of air. This means that over
the 7 m height-span of the TRD in the experiment, the total hydrostaticpressure difference between the top and the bottom supermoduleswould be about 2.8 mbar. In order to overcome this, gas is circulatedseparately through each supermodule (except the top three and thebottom three, which are installed at similar heights) and the pressureis thus individually regulated to equal values everywhere. In addition,due to the different heights of the supermodules, the gas, supplied fromthe surface, would flow unevenly through the different supermodules,the lower ones being favoured over the higher ones. This secondinconvenience is overcome by supplying the gas to each supermodulefrom the distribution area (halfway down the cavern shaft) through4 mm thin lines over a length of about 100 m. The pressure drop of thecirculating gas in these lines, of several tens of mbar, is much largerthan the difference in hydrostatic pressure between supermodules, andtherefore nearly equal flow, at equal overpressure, is assured in allsupermodules.The six layers of the supermodules are supplied from one side(A-side) with three inlet lines, each of them serving two consecutivelayers. Small bypass bellows connect two consecutive layers on theopposite side. In the A-side, a manifold arrangement is used to connectthe gas outlets and a common safety bubbler, pressure sensors andback-up gas. The return outlets in each supermodule are connectedtogether into one line which returns to the pump module. The threetop and three bottom supermodules are connected to one single returnline each. This arrangement results into 14 independently regulatedcirculation loops. Each supermodule has its own two-way bubbler,which provides the ultimate safety against over- or underpressure.
3.3.2. PumpIn the distribution area, the flow through each return line is regulatedby a pneumatic valve per loop driven by the pressure sensors locatedat the detector. In this area, the gas is kept at a pressure slightly belowatmospheric pressure, and it is stored in a 0.8 m3 buffer container beforeit is compressed by two pumps which operate at a constant frequency.The compressor module drives a bypass valve in order to maintain acalculated pressure set point at its inlet. In this manner, a dual regulationconcept is used to handle the 14 loops. The role of the inlet bufferis to act as a damper of possible regulation oscillations. This pressureregulation system keeps the overpressure in the supermodule stable at0.1 mbar above atmospheric pressure (set point) within 0.03 mbar.A 0.93 m3 high pressure buffer at the compressor outlet is usedas a storage volume. Its content varies according to the atmosphericpressure, either by providing gas to the detectors, or by receiving itfrom them. The overpressure in this buffer typically ranges between0.8 and 2 bar. Knowledge of all the system volumes allows the pressurein the buffer to be predicted for any atmospheric pressure value. Gasleaks ultimately result in a reduction of this pressure, in that case thedynamic regulation of the high pressure triggers the injection of freshgas from the mixer until the high pressure is restored. From this buffer,the pressurised gas is circulated up to the gas building at the surface.
3.3.3. PurifierThe purifier module consists of two 3 l cartridges each filled witha copper catalyser which is efficient in chemically removing oxygen byoxidising the copper, and mechanically removing water by absorption.Upon saturation, the PLC switches between cartridges at the pre-definedfrequency, and launches an automatic regeneration cycle where CuO2is reduced at high temperatures with a flow of H2 diluted in argon. Asthe detector is rather gas tight, the O2 intake through leaks is moderate,and the purifier keeps it between 0 and 3 ppm. However, H2O diffusion,probably through the aluminised Mylar foil which constitutes the driftelectrode of every read-out chamber, makes it necessary to switchbetween purifiers about every 3.5 days, in order to keep the H2O contentbelow a few hundred ppm.
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3.3.4. RecirculationThe surface module is used to recirculate the gas at high enoughpressure to the distribution modules in the cavern shaft area. It alsocontains provisions for extracting gas samples for analysis, and a bypassloop to allow for the installation of containers such as a krypton sourcefor gain calibration (see Section 10).
3.3.5. MixerUnder normal operation and since the gas is only exhausted throughleaks, gas injection into the system happens only if the pressure inthe high pressure buffer falls below a dynamic threshold, as explainedabove. On such occasions, the mixer is activated and injects the nominalgas mixture at a rate of a few tens of l/h until the high pressure bufferis replenished. The amount of gas injected by the mixer during a givenperiod provides a direct measurement of the leak rate.In addition, a second set of mass flow controllers provides flows inthe m3/h range and is used for filling and emptying the detector.
3.3.6. Backup systemWhen the gas system is in ‘stop mode’, e.g. when there is a powerfailure, the safety bubbler installed on each supermodule ensures thatthe detector pressure always remains within about ±1.3 mbar relative toatmospheric pressure. In order to avoid that air, i.e. oxygen, enters thedetector, the external side of the bubbler is connected to a continuousflow of neutral gas, in this case N2, that flows through the bubbler in caseof a large detector underpressure. The choice of N2 is driven by the smallinfluence on the gas properties that this admixture has (see Fig. 11).The full TRD is served by three independent backup lines, each withconnections to six supermodule bubblers, and arranged such that theflow points downwards. In this way, if the xenon mixture is exhaustedthrough the bubblers, it falls down the back-up line, relieving its highhydrostatic pressure. A differential pressure transmitter measures thepressure difference between the detector and the backup gas.
3.3.7. AnalysisThe control of the gas quality is perhaps the most demandingaspect of running detectors where both signal amplitude and drifttime information are important. This control is even more crucial forthe ALICE TRD, where accurate and uniform drift velocity and gainvalues are needed for triggers based on online tracking and particleidentification. Thus, in addition to effective tightness of the system andcontinuous removal of O2 and H2O, constant monitoring of the gascomposition and in particular of the N2 is necessary. Although for a largevolume system such as that of the TRD the changes in composition areobviously slow, the precision and stability requirement of the measuringinstruments are quite challenging. Furthermore, constantly measuringanalysers, such as O2, H2O and CO2 sensors, must be installed in the gasloop, since xenon must not be exhausted. Therefore they must be freeof outgassing of contaminants into the gas.The analysis module samples the return gas from individual super-modules in a bypass mode, before it is compressed. For this, a fractionof the gas is pushed through the analysis chain by a small pump,and returned to the loop at the compressor inlet. Usually, the PLC isprogrammed to continuously sample one supermodule after the other,for about 10 minutes each.An external gas chromatograph is used to periodically measure thegas composition. This device is not in the gas loop; rather, the gas isexhausted while purging and sampling a small stream for a few secondsevery few hours.
3.3.8. MembranesOne system volume of xenon is injected for operation and, typicallyevery two or three years, removed for cleaning and storage. This meansthat it must be possible to separate CO2 from Xe. This separation isachieved with a set of two semipermeable membrane cartridges. Eachcartridge consists of a bundle of capillary polyimide tubes through
which the mixture flows. The bundle is in turn enclosed in the cartridgecase. While the CO2 permeates through the polyimide walls, most of thexenon is contained and continues to flow into the loop. The permeatinggas can be circulated through the second membrane cartridge to furtherseparate and recover most of the Xe.During the filling, the detector is first flushed with CO2 and then,in closed-loop circulation, the xenon is injected as the CO2 is removedthrough the membranes. The reverse process is used for the recuperationof the xenon into a cryogenic plant.
3.3.9. RecuperationN2 inevitably builds up in the gas through small leaks and cannotbe removed by the purifier cartridges. Therefore, after each long period(2–3 years) of operation, the N2 is cryogenically separated from the Xe.A cryogenic buffer is filled with xenon after separating it from CO2. Atthe same time, CO2 is injected into the gas system in order to replacethe removed gas.The cryogenically isolated buffer is surrounded by a serpentine pipewith a regulated flow of liquid nitrogen (LN2) in order to keep itstemperature at −170◦C, just above the N2 boiling point (−195.8◦C). Atthis temperature Xe (and CO2) freezes whereas N2 stays in the gaseousphase. Once the buffer is full, the stored gas is pumped away. After this,the buffer is heated up in a regulated way, and the evaporating Xe iscompressed into normal gas cylinders. The resulting Xe has typically aN2 contamination of <1%, and the total Xe loss (due to the efficiency ofthe membranes and the cryogenic recovery process) is about 1 m3 for afull recovery operation.
3.4. Operational challenges
The gas system has been operating reliably over several years inseveral modes, but mainly in so-called run mode. Aside from minorincidents, a number of important leaks have been dealt with, whichdeserve a brief description.
3.4.1. Viscous leaksAs part of the standard quality assurance procedure, a leak test wasperformed on each chamber prior to installation in the supermodule.The leak test consisted of flushing the chamber with gas and measuringthe O2 contamination at the exhaust, where the overpressure wastypically about 1 mbar. It was found, however, that a supermodulewould lose gas even if the O2 content was very low. The reason turnedout to be the particular construction of the pad planes, which are gluedto a reinforcement honeycomb panel with a carbon fibre sheet. Viscousleaks would develop between the glued surfaces and gas would find itsway out through the cut-outs for the signal connections machined inthe honeycomb sandwich. The impedance of this kind of leak is largeenough that gas can escape the detector with no intake of air throughback-diffusion. The concerned read-out chambers were then extractedand repaired, and the leak tests on subsequent chambers were modifiedsuch that the O2 was measured both at over- and underpressure in theread-out chamber, resulting in a tight system.
3.4.2. Argon contaminationAt one point, the routine gas analysis with the gas chromatographshowed increasing levels of Ar in the Xe-CO2 mixture. This elusive leakcame from a faulty pressure regulator which was pressurised with argonon the atmospheric side. Occasionally, depending on the pressure, themembrane of the regulator would leak and let Ar enter the gas volume.A total of 1% Ar accumulated in the mixture and was removed bycryogenic distillation, together with N2.
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3.4.3. Leak in pipeThe last major leak in the system was detected when suddenlythe pressure at the high pressure buffer started to steadily decrease.Any leak of the system would appear, while running, as a decrease inthe high pressure buffer, because the system always ensures the rightoverpressure at the read-out chambers. By stopping the system andisolating all of its modules, it was found that the source of the leakwas a long, stainless steel pipe which connected the compressor module,halfway down the cavern shaft, to the surface, where the gas, still at highpressure, is cleaned and recirculated. It was not possible to find the exactlocation of the leak. This was solved by replacing the pipe by a spare.
4. Services
The supermodules installed in the space frame require service infras-tructure for their operation. To reduce the weight, the connections (lowand high voltage, cooling, gas, read-out, and control lines) are routed viadedicated frames on the A- and C-side, respectively. Both frames are 2 mextensions of the space frame with similar geometry, but mechanicallyindependent except for the flexible services. Most of the equipment, suchas the low-voltage power supplies, is placed in the cavern undergroundand thus inaccessible during beam operation. Some devices are situatedin counting rooms in the cavern shaft, which are supervised radiationareas but accessible.
4.1. Low voltage
The low voltage system supplies power to various components of theTRD. The largest consumer is the Front-End Electronics (FEE), i.e. theelectronics of the Read-Out Boards (ROB) mounted on the chamber(see Section 5). To minimise noise, separate (floating) voltage rails areused for analogue and digital components. The power supply channelsfor analogue 1.8 V, analogue 3.3 V, and digital 1.8 V are grouped suchthat one power supply channel supplies two layers of a supermodule.For the digital 3.3 V there is one channel per supermodule. For eachsupermodule, this results in the supply channels listed in Table 3. TheDCS boards (see Section 4.4) are powered by a power distribution box(PDB), two of which (in two adjacent supermodules) are supplied bya dedicated channel. The PDBs are controlled by Power Control Units(PCU) over a redundant serial interface.Because of the high currents, the intrinsic resistances of the cablesand connections are critical and are constantly monitored by measuringthe voltage drop between the power supply unit (terminal voltage) andthe patch panel at each supermodule (sense voltage). Typical values are6–8 mΩ, depending on the cable length. In addition, the voltages at theend of each power bus bar are monitored.The Global Tracking Unit (GTU) (see Section 5.3) uses additionalpower supplies which are shared with the PCUs. The pretrigger system(see Section 5.1) is powered by separate power supplies, laid out in afail-safe redundant architecture.Different customisations of the Wiener PL512 power supply units areused. The power supplies feeding the FEE are connected to a PLC-basedinterlock based on the status of the cooling. Power is automatically cutin case of a cooling failure.
Table 3Number of low voltage channels, nominal voltages and typical currents for the electronicson the chamber-mounted read-out boards of one supermodule. The current for the TRAPcores (digital 1.8 V) increases with the trigger rates. The current for the DCS boards is2 × 30 A for two adjacent sectors.
Channel 𝐔𝐧𝐨𝐦(V) 𝐈𝐭𝐲𝐩(A)3 x Analogue 1.8 V 2.5 1253 x Analogue 3.3 V 4.0 1073 x Digital 1.8 V 2.5 95–150Digital 3.3 V 4.0 110
DCS boards 4.0 2 × 30
During the Run 1 operation, several low-voltage connections on thesupermodules showed increased resistivity resulting in excessive heatdissipation, which in some cases required to switch off part of thedetector until the problem could be fixed during an access. Later, duringLS 1, the affected supermodules were pulled out of the experimentand the connections were reworked in the cavern. The supermoduleswere re-inserted and re-commissioned immediately after the rework.The complete procedure took about one day per supermodule.
4.2. Cooling
The complexity of the cooling system, whose cooling medium isdeionised water, is driven by the large amount of heat sources (morethan 100 000) distributed over the complete active area of the detector.Heat is produced by the MCMs and the Voltage Regulators (VR) on theread-out boards, the DCS boards, and the power bars. The total heatdissipation in a supermodule amounts to about 3.3 kW, of which about2.6 kW are produced in the FEE, the remaining 700 W originate from thevoltage regulators and the bus bars. The DCS boards contribute withabout 130 W per supermodule. Overall, the rate of heat to be carriedaway during detector operation amounts to 55 kW and 70 kW in Pb–Pband pp collisions, respectively, due to different read-out rates. Apartfrom the power bus bars, the heat sources are positioned on top of theread-out boards.In the cooling system the pressure is kept below atmospheric pres-sure. Thus a leak leads to air entering in the system but no water is spiltonto the detector. The cooling plant [66] consists of a 1500 l storagetank positioned at the lowest point outside the solenoid magnet, whichis able to contain all the water of the installation, the circulation pump,the 18 individual circuits that supply cooling water to the 6 layersof each supermodule, and the heat exchanger connected to the CERNchilled water network. The reservoir is kept at 300–350 mbar belowatmospheric pressure by means of a vacuum pump that also removesany air collected through small leaks. In addition, the pressure of thecirculation pump (1.8 bar) and the diameter of all pipes are chosensuch that a sub-atmospheric pressure is maintained in all places of thedetector, despite a difference in height of about 7 m between the lowestand the highest supermodule. Each circuit is equipped with individualheaters and balancing valves in order to control the temperature andthe flow in each loop separately. The heaters are regulated by aproportional–integral–derivative controller. A temperature stability inthe cooling water of ±0.2◦C is achieved. The typical water flow is about1300 l/h per supermodule. To avoid corrosion a fraction of the totalwater flow is passed by a deioniser to keep the water conductivitylow. As the water is in contact with similar materials (stainless steeland aluminium), the TRD cooling system also supplies the water to thecooling panels of the thermal screening between TPC and TRD [31].The loop regulations and cooling plant control is done by a PLC.Warnings and alarms are issued by the PLC if the parameters are outsidethe allowed intervals and read out by the Detector Control System (seeSection 6). Two independent security levels were implemented in eachloop. The first continuously monitors the pressure of each loop andstops the water circulation of the cooling plant if any value reachesatmospheric pressure. Secondly, large safety valves were installed at theentrance to each supermodule. They will open in case an overpressureof 50 mbar is reached, providing a low resistance path for the waterevacuation in case of emergency.The cold water is supplied in the lowest point of each supermoduleand the warm water is collected on the highest point in order to havemore homogeneous water flow in all pipes. A water manifold at oneend-cap of the supermodule distributes the water in parallel to the6 layers inside each supermodule, and on the opposite side a similarmanifold collects the warm water. In each layer, two rectangular pipesalong the 𝑧-direction (65 × 8 × 7500 mm) supply (collect) water to(from) the meanders, 76 individual cylindrical aluminium pipes (3 mmin diameter) running across the 𝑦-direction where the heat sources are.
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A total of 17 meander types were designed for the system. To bringthe water from the rectangular pipes to the individual meanders, therectangular pipe has small stainless steel pipes (3 mm diameter and5 cm length) soldered at the proper position for each MCM row. AViton tube of about 2 cm length is used to connect the small stainlesssteel pipes and the meanders as well as for the connections betweenthe two meanders (one per ROB) in 𝑦-direction. A total of about25000 Viton tube connectors were used in the system. This kind ofconnector was previously used in the CERES/NA45 leakless coolingsystem [67] because of its low price and reliability.The cooling pad mounted on top of the heat source consists of an0.4 mm thick aluminium plate. The meander is glued on top of thepad by aluminium-filled epoxy (aluminium powder: Araldite® 130:100by weight) to increase the thermal conductivity. In order to maximisethe heat transfer, the longest possible path was chosen. The choice ofaluminium was driven by the necessity of keeping the material budgetas low as possible in the active area of the detector.
4.3. High voltage
The high voltage distribution for the drift field and the anode-wireplane is made separately for each chamber, reducing the affected area toone chamber in case of failure. The power supplies for the drift channelsand anode-wires were purchased from ISEG [68] (variants of the modelEDS 20025). Each module has 32 channels, which are grouped in inde-pendent 16-channel boards. Each channel is independently controllablein terms of the voltage setting and current limit as well as monitoringof current and voltage. Eight modules are placed into each crate andremotely controlled via CANbus (Controller Area Network) from DCS(see Section 6). The HV crates are placed in one of the counting roomsin the cavern shaft, which allows access even during beam operation.For each of the 30 read-out chambers in a supermodule one powersupply is needed for the drift field and one for the anode-wire plane.A multiwire HV cable connects the 32 channel HV module with a30 channel HV fanout box (patch box) located at one end of thesupermodule, where the output is redistributed to single wire HV cables(see Section 2.3). The individual HV cables are then connected to a HVfilter box, mounted along the side of the read-out chamber. The HV filterbox supplies the HV to the 6 anode segments and the drift cathode ofthe read-out chamber, and in addition it allows connection of the HVground to the chamber ground. It consists of a network of a resistor andcapacitors (2.2 nF and 4.7 nF) to suppress load-induced fluctuations ofthe voltages in the chamber.The HV crates are equipped with an Uninterruptible Power Supply(UPS) and a battery to bridge short term power failures. In case of alonger power failure (>10 s) a controlled ramp-down is initiated, i.e. theHV of the individual drift and anode-wire channels is slowly rampeddown. Details on maximum applied voltages, channel equalisation,ramp speed as well as high-voltage instability observed during datataking are discussed in Sections 6 and 7.3.
4.4. Slow control network
The slow control of the TRD is based on Detector Control Sys-temboards [69]. They communicate with the DCS (see Section 6) bya 10 Mbit/s Ethernet interface, mostly using Distributed InformationManagement (DIM) as protocol for information exchange. The use ofEthernet allows the use of standard network equipment, but a dedicatednetwork restricted to the ALICE site is used. The DCS boards are usedas end points for the DCS to interact with subsystems of the detector.Later sections will discuss how the DCS boards are used as interface tothe various components, e.g. the front-end electronics or the GTU.The DCS boards were specifically designed for the control of thedetector components and are used by several detectors in ALICE. Atthe core, the board hosts an Altera Excalibur EPXA1 (ARMv4 core +FPGA), which hosts a Linux operating system on the processor anduser logic in the FPGA fabric depending on the specific usage of theboard. The DCS board also contains the Trigger and Timing Controlreceiver (TTCrx) for clock recovery and trigger reception. The Ethernetinterface is implemented with a hardware PHY (physical layer) and asoft-Media Access Controller (MAC) in the FPGA fabric. In case of theboards mounted on the detector chambers, the FPGA also contains theSlow Control Serial Network (SCSN) master used to configure the front-end electronics. Further general purpose I/O lines are, e.g. used for JTAGand I2C communication.Since the Ethernet connections are used for configuration and mon-itoring of the detector components, reliable operation is crucial. AllDCS boards are connected to standard Ethernet switches installed inthe experimental cavern outside of the solenoid magnet. Because ofthe stray magnetic field and the special Ethernet interface of the DCSboard (no inductive coupling), there are limitations on the useableswitches. Since the failure of an individual switch would result in theloss of connectivity to a large number of DCS boards, a custom-designedEthernet multiplexer was installed in front of the switches in the secondhalf of Run 1. This allows the connection of each DCS board to beremotely switched between two different switches with separate uplinksto the DCS network. The multiplexers themselves are implemented withfully redundant power supplies and control interfaces.
5. Read-out
The read-out chain transfers both raw data and condensed infor-mation for the level-1 trigger. While the former requires sufficientbandwidth to minimise dead time, the latter depends on a low latency,i.e. a short delay of the transmission. The data from the detectorare processed in a highly parallelised read-out tree. Fig. 13 providesan overview and relates entities of the read-out system to detectorcomponents. In the detector-mounted front-end electronics, the data areprocessed in Multi-Chip Modules grouped on Read-Out Boards (ROB)and eventually merged per half-chamber. Then, they are transmittedoptically to the Track Matching Units (TMU) as the first stage of the
Fig. 13. Detector structures and corresponding read-out stages [70]. The top row of the figure represents the detector and the bottom row the GTU components. The dimensions are notto scale.
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Fig. 14. In Run 1, the wake-up signal required for the front-end electronics was generatedby a dedicated pretrigger system. In Run 2, the functionality was implemented in thecentral trigger processor and the LTU-T serves as an interface to the TRD FEE.
Global Tracking Unit (GTU). The data from all stacks of a supermoduleare combined on the SuperModule Unit (SMU) and eventually sent to theData AcQuisition system (DAQ) through one Detector Data Link (DDL)per supermodule.The read-out of the detector is controlled by trigger signals dis-tributed to both the FEE and the GTU. The ALICE trigger system isbased on three hardware-level triggers (level-0, 1, 2) and a High LevelTrigger (HLT) [71] implemented as a computing farm. In addition tothese levels, the FEE requires a dedicated wake-up signal as describedin the next subsection.
5.1. Pretrigger and LM system
Both FEE and GTU must receive clock and trigger signals, whichare provided by the Central Trigger Processor (CTP) [72] using theTrigger and Timing Control (TTC) protocol over optical fibres. Whilethe GTU only needs the level-0/1/2 and is directly connected to theCTP, the FEE requires a more complicated setup. To reduce powerconsumption, it remains in a sleep mode when idle and requires afast wake-up signal before the reception of a level-0 trigger to startthe processing. During Run 1, an intermediate pretrigger system wasinstalled within the solenoid magnet [73,74]. Besides passing on theclock and triggers received from the CTP, it generated the wake-up
signal from copies of the analogue V0 and T0 signals (reproducingthe level-0 condition) and distributed it to the front-end electronics. Inaddition, the signals from TOF were used to generate a pretrigger andlevel-0 trigger on cosmic rays. Because of limitations of this setup, thelatencies of the contributing trigger detectors at the CTP were reducedfor Run 2 (also by relocating the respective detector electronics) suchthat the functionality of the pretrigger system could be integrated intothe CTP. The latter now issues an LM (level minus 1) trigger for theTRD before the level-0 trigger. An interface unit (LTU-T) was developedfor protocol conversion [75] in order to meet the requirements of theTRD front-end electronics. A comparison of the two designs is shown inFig. 14. The new system has been used since the beginning of collisiondata taking in Run 2.
5.2. Front-end electronics
The FEE is mounted on the back-side of the read-out chamber. Itconsists of MCMs which are connected to the pads of the cathode planewith flexible flat cables. An MCM comprises two ASICs, a PASA and aTRAP, which feature a large number of configuration settings to adapt tochanging operating conditions. The signals from 18 pads are connectedto the charge-sensitive inputs of the PASA on one MCM. An overview ofthe connections is shown in Fig. 15.The very small charges induced on the read-out pads (typically 7 μAduring 1 ns) are not amenable to direct signal processing. Therefore, thesignal is first integrated and amplified by a Charge Sensitive Amplifier(CSA). Its output is a voltage signal with an amplitude proportionalto the total charge. The CSA has a relatively long decay time, whichmakes it vulnerable to pile-up. A differentiator stage removes the lowfrequency part of the pulse. The exponential decay of the CSA feedbacknetwork, in combination with the differentiator network, leads to anundershoot at the shaper output with the same time constant as theCSA feedback network. A Pole-Zero network is used to suppress theundershoot. A shaper network is required to limit the bandwidth of theoutput signal and avoid aliasing in the subsequent digitisation process.At the same time the overall signal-to-noise ratio must be optimised.These objectives are achieved by a semi-Gaussian shaper, implementedwith two low-pass filter stages. Each stage consists of two second-orderbridged-T filters connected in cascade. The second shaper consists ofa fully differential amplifier with a folded cascode configuration and acommon-mode feedback circuit. This circuit network was implementedto prevent the output of the fully differential amplifier from driftingto either of the two supply voltages. It establishes a stable common-mode voltage. The last stage in the chain comprises a pseudo-differentialamplifier with a gain of 2. This stage adapts the DC voltage level of thePASA output to the input DC-level of the TRAP ADC [76].
Fig. 15. Connections in one MCM [65].
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Table 4Achieved PASA and TRAP characteristics.
Parameter Value
PASA gain 12 mV/fCPASA power 15 mW/channelPASA pulse width (FWHM) 116 nsPASA noise (equivalent charge) 1000 e
TRAP power 12.5 mW/channelTRAP ADC depth 10 bitTRAP sampling frequency 10 MHz
The differential PASA outputs are fed into the ADCs of the TRAP,the second ASIC on the same MCM. The PASA and TRAP parametersare listed in Table 4. The TRAP is a custom-designed digital chipproduced in the UMC 0.18 μm process. The TRAP comprises cycling10-bit ADCs for 21 channels, a digital filter chain, a hardware pre-processor, four two-stage pipelined CPUs with individual single-port,Hamming-protected instruction memories (IMEM, 4k x 24 bit), about400 configuration registers useable by the hardware components, aquad-port Hamming-protected data memory (DMEM, 1k x 32 bit), andan arbitrated Hamming-protected data bank (DBANK, 256 x 32 bit) [77].Three excess ADC channels are fed with the amplified analogue signalfrom the two adjacent MCMs to avoid tracking inefficiencies at the MCMboundaries. The signals of all 21 channels are sampled and processed intime bins of 100 ns. The number of time bins to be read out, can beconfigured in the FEE. At the beginning of Run 1, 24 time bins wereconservatively read out. At a later stage the number of time bins wasreduced to 22 in order to reduce the readout time and the data volume.The first step in the TRAP is the digitisation of the incoming analoguesignals. In order to avoid rounding effects, the ADC outputs are extendedby two binary digits and fed into the digital filter chain. First, thepedestal of the signal is equilibrated to a configurable value. Then, a gainfilter is used to correct for local variations of the gain, arising either fromdetector imperfections or the electronics themselves. A tail cancellationfilter can be used to suppress the ion tails. The filtered data are fed intoa pre-processor which contains hardware units for the cluster finding.The four CPUs (MIMD architecture) are used for the further processing.The local tracking procedure is discussed in detail in Section 12.1.The MCMs are mounted on the ROB. On each board, 16 chipsare used to sample and process the detector signals. A full detectorchamber is covered by 8 ROBs (6 for chambers in stack 2). The read-out is organised in a multi-level tree. First, the data from four chipsare collected by so-called column merger chips. The latter, in additionto processing the data from their own inputs, receive the data fromthree more MCMs. The data are merged and forwarded to the boardmerger, which combines the data from all chips of one ROB. One ROBper half-chamber carries an additional MCM which acts as half-chambermerger (without processing data of its own). It forwards the data to theOptical Read-out Interface (ORI) from where it is transmitted throughan optical link (DDL) to the GTU. The link is operated at 2.5 Gbit/s andis implemented for uni-directional transmission without handshaking,
i.e. the receiving side must be able to handle the incoming data for acomplete event as it arrives. As the FEE does not provide multi-eventbuffering, the detector is busy until the transmission from the FEE isfinished. The slowest half-chamber determines the contribution to thedead time of the full detector.
5.3. Global Tracking Unit
The GTU receives data via 1044 links from the FEE. The aggregatenet bandwidth amounts to 261 GB/s. The two main tasks of the GTUare the calculation of level-1 trigger contributions from a large numberof track properties in about 2 μs and the preparation of the event datafor read-out. Accordingly, the data processing on the GTU features atrigger path, which is optimised for low latency, and a data path, whichequips the detector with the capability to buffer up to 4 events (multi-event buffering, MEB). The derandomisation of the incoming data ratefluctuations with multiple event buffers minimises the read-out relateddead time. The data transfer from the GTU to the DAQ contributes tothe dead time only when the read-out rate approaches the rate whichsaturates the output bandwidth as shown in Fig. 16.The GTU consists of three types of FPGA-based processing nodes or-ganised in a three-layer hierarchy (see Fig. 17). The central componentof all nodes is a Virtex-4©FX100 FPGA, supplemented by a 4 MB source-synchronous DDR-SRAM, 64 MB DDR2-SDRAM and optical transceivers.Depending on the type, the nodes are equipped with different opticalparts and supplementary modules. 90 TMUs and 18 SMUs are organised
Fig. 16. Simulation of the dead time as function of the read-out rate in Pb–Pb collisions forthe effective DDL bandwidth in Run 1 (DDL) and Run 2 (DDL2). The simulation assumes a5% L1/L0 accept ratio and no L2 rejects. The scenarios central and mix correspond to anevent size of 470 kB and 310 kB per supermodule, respectively, mimicking thus differentevent multiplicities.
Fig. 17. Major design blocks of the TMU and SMU stages of the GTU and data flow. The busy and trigger logic information are combined on the TGU before transmission to the CTP.
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in 18 segments of 5+1 nodes (corresponding to the 18 sectors). TheTMUs and SMU of a segment are interconnected using a custom LVDSbackplane, which is optimised for high-bandwidth transmissions at lowlatency. A single top-level Trigger Unit (TGU) is connected to the SMUsof the individual segments via LVDS transmission lines.The data from one stack is received by the corresponding TMU.Each TMU implements the global online tracking, which combines pre-processed track segments to tracks traversing the corresponding detectorstack, as first stage of the trigger processing (see Section 12). The TMUsfurthermore implement the initial handling and buffering of incomingevents as a pipelined data push architecture. Input shaper units monitorthe structural integrity of the incoming data and potentially restore it toa form that allows for stable operation of all downstream entities. Dual-port, dual-clock BRAMs in the FPGA are utilised to compactify data ofthe 12 incoming link data streams to dense, wide lines suitable for stor-age in the SRAM. The SRAM provides buffer space for multiple eventsand its controller implements the required write-over-read prioritisationto ensure that data can be handled at full receiver bandwidth. On theread side, a convenient interface is provided to read out or discard storedevents in accordance to the control signals generated by the segmentcontrol on the SMU.Via its DCS board the SMU receives relayed trigger data issued bythe CTP to synchronise the operation of the experiment. The triggersequences are decoded, and converted to suitable control signals andtime frames to steer the operation of the segment. The segment con-trol on the SMU supports operation with multiple, interlaced triggersequences in order to support the concurrent handling and buffering ofmultiple events. Upon reception of a level-2 trigger, the SMU requeststhe corresponding event data from the event buffers and initiates thebuilding of the event fragment for read-out. The built fragment contains,in addition to the data originating from the detector, intermediate andfinal results from tracking and triggering relevant for offline verification,as well as checksums to quickly assess its integrity. The SMU implementsthe read-out interface to the DAQ/HLT with one DDL. The endpointof the DDL is a Source Interface Unit (SIU), which in Run 1 was adedicated add-on card mounted on the SMU backside that operates at aline rate of 2.125 Gbit/s. The read-out upgrade for Run 2 integrates thefunctionality of the SIU into the SMU FPGA and employs a previouslyunused transceiver on the SMU at a line rate of 4 Gbit/s. The eliminationof the interface between SMU and SIU add-on card, the higher linerate as well as data path optimisations resulted in an increase of theeffective DDL output bandwidth from 189 MB/s to 370 MB/s in Run 2.Fig. 16 illustrates the performance improvement for the assumed datataking scenarios. With the upgrade the read-out-related dead time canbe kept at an acceptable level. The almost linear increase at low rates
is due to the dead time associated with the L0–L1 interval and theFEE-GTU transmission. The typical aggregate output bandwidth for all18 supermodules is 126 MB/s, 202 MB/s, and 1260 MB/s in pp, p–Pb,and Pb–Pb collisions (see also Section 7.3).The top-level TGU consolidates the status of the segments, whichoperate independently in terms of read-out, as well as the segment-level contributions of the triggers. It constitutes the interface to the CTP,to which it communicates the detector busy status and the TRD-globaltrigger contributes for various signatures (see Section 12).
6. Detector Control System
The purpose of the DCS is to ensure safe detector conditions, toallow fail-safe, reliable and consistent monitoring and control of thedetector, and to provide calibration data for offline reconstruction.In addition it provides detailed information on subsystem conditionsand full functionality for expert monitoring and detector operation.Tools were implemented to reduce the operational complexity and theinformation on detector conditions to a level that allows operators tomonitor and handle the detector in an intuitive and safe way. The TRDDCS is integrated with the rest of the ALICE detector control systemsinto one system which is operated by one operator.
6.1. Architecture
The hardware architecture of the DCS can be divided into threefunctional layers. The field layer contains the actual hardware to becontrolled (power supplies, FEE, etc.). The control layer consists ofdevices which collect and process information from the field layer andmake it available to the supervisory layer. Finally, the devices of thecontrol layer receive and process commands from the supervisory layerand distribute them to the field layer.The software on the supervisory layer is distributed over 11 servercomputers. It is based on the commercial Supervisory Control and DataAcquisition (SCADA) system PVSS II from the company ETM [78], nowcalled Symatic WinCC [79]. The implementation uses the CERN JCOPcontrol framework [80], shared by all major LHC experiments. Thisframework provides high flexibility and allows for easy integrationof separately developed components in combination with dedicatedsoftware developed for the TRD, including Linux-based processes.The software architecture is a tree structure that represents (sub-)systems of the detector and its devices, as shown in Fig. 18. Theentities at the bottom of the hierarchy represent the devices (deviceunits), logical entities are represented by control units. The DCS systemmonitors and controls 89 low voltage (LV) power supplies with more
Fig. 18. Overview of the DCS software architecture. The tree structure consists of device units (boxes) and logical control units (ellipses). The abbreviations PT, DR and AN correspondto the pretrigger, the drift and anode channels, respectively.
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than 200 channels, and 1044 high voltage channels. The system alsomonitors the electronics configuration of more than one million read-out channels, the GTU, and the cooling and gas systems.
6.2. Detector safety
To ensure the safety of the equipment, nominal operating conditionsare maintained by a hierarchical structure of alerts and interlocks.Whenever applicable, internal mechanisms of devices (e.g. power supplytrip) are used to guarantee the highest level of reliability and security.Thresholds and status of the interlocks are controlled by the system,but the functioning of the device is independent of the communicationbetween hardware and software. The possible range of applied settings(e.g. anode channel high voltage) is limited to a nominal range toprevent potential damage due to operator errors.In addition, the system employs a three-level alert system, which isused to warn operators and detector experts of any unusual detectorcondition.On the control and supervisory layer, cross system interlocks protectthe devices and ensure consistent detector operation. These are a fewexamples:
∙ In case of a failure of the cooling plant for the FEE, a PLC-basedinterlock disables the LV power supplies.
∙ The temperature of the FEE is monitored at the control andsupervisory level and interlocked with the PCU to switch off thedevices in case of overheating or loss of communication to theSCADA system.
∙ In case of a single LV channel trip, the corresponding FEEchannels are consistently switched off.
∙ Unstable LHC beam conditions, e.g. during injection or adjust-ment of the beam optics, pose a potential danger to gas-filled de-tectors. Therefore the HV settings are adapted to the LHC status(see Section 7.2). At injection, the anode voltages are decreasedautomatically to an intermediate level to reduce the chambergain. Restoring the nominal gain is inhibited until the LHCoperators declare stable beams via a data interchange protocol.
6.3. High voltage
The HV system comprises 36 HV modules in 5 crates. The 1044 HVchannels, 1 of each polarity providing anode and drift voltage to eachchamber, are controlled via a 250 kbit/s CAN bus through a dedicatedLinux-based DIM server [81]. The published DIM services, commandsand remote procedure calls (RPC) resemble the logical structure of itemsused in commercial process control servers: the command to change asetting is confirmed by the server via a read back setting. In addition,the actual measured value from the device is published. Update ratesfor different services can be adjusted independently.The HV gain and drift velocity are equilibrated for each chamberindividually to compensate for small differences in the chamber ge-ometry. Changes of environmental conditions (atmospheric pressureand temperature) as well as small variations of the gas compositioncause changes in gas gain and drift velocity. To ensure stable conditionsfor the level-1 trigger (see Section 12), these dynamic variations arecompensated by automatic adjustments of the anode and drift voltageswhich are performed in between runs. These and other automaticactions on the HV are described in Section 7.2.
6.4. Detector operation
The DCS employs a dedicated Graphical User Interface (GUI) anda Finite State Machine (FSM). The FSM allows experts and operatorsintuitive monitoring and operation of the detector. The FSM hierarchyreflects the structure of subsystems and devices shown in Fig. 18. Detec-tor conditions are mapped to FSM states, and these are propagated from
Fig. 19. Graphical User Interface: example panel (FSM top node) representing the statusin the year 2010 (i.e. with 10 installed TRD supermodules). The FSM state of the mainsystems of each sector is represented by the corresponding colour; run status and alarmsummary are displayed. The panel gives quick access to emergency actions and detailedmonitoring panels via single mouse clicks.
the device level upwards to the FSM top node. Standard operationalprocedures (configuration of read-out and trigger electronics, rampingvoltages etc.) are carried out via FSM commands which propagate downto the devices and cause a transition to a different state.The GUI for detailed monitoring and expert operation comprises adedicated panel for each node in the FSM tree. An example is shown inFig. 19. Detector subsystem ‘ownership’, i.e. the right to execute FSMcommands and change the detector state, is only granted to a singleoperator at a time, and is represented by symbolic ‘locks’. Operatorscan work on-site or access the DCS system remotely through appropriategateways.The monitoring data acquired by the DCS system are stored indedicated databases. Dedicated trending GUIs allow the experts tovisualise the time dependence of the detector conditions. During datataking, the monitoring data needed for detector calibration is queriedand made available for offline analysis (see Section 7.3).
7. Operation
In this section, first the commissioning steps for the detector andthe required infrastructure and then the operation and performance fordifferent collision systems are described.
7.1. Commissioning
The service connections in the cavern were prepared and testedin parallel to the construction of the supermodules. The low-voltageconnections were tested with dummy loads and the leak tightness ofthe cooling loops was verified. The Ethernet connections were checkedusing both cable testers and stand-alone DCS boards. The optical fibresfor the read-out were controlled for connectivity and mapping. Thesetests were crucial in order to identify connection problems prior to thedetector installation when all connections were still well accessible.The supermodules were installed in different installation blocksas described in Section 2. Prior to the installation the supermoduleswere tested at the surface site. They were rotated along the 𝑧lab-axisto the orientation corresponding to their foreseen installation position(e.g. relevant for cooling). A test setup provided all relevant services(low/high voltage, cooling, Ethernet, read-out, . . . ) to allow a fullsystem test of each supermodule. The testing procedure included basicfunctionality tests, such as water and gas tightness, front-end electronicstress tests, read-out tests as well as checks of the noise level [65].After successful surface testing, the supermodules were installedinto the space frame in the cavern (see Section 2.3). Subsequently, the
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services were connected and the basic tests described above repeated toverify operation in the final setup. At this stage, also the full read-outof the detector with the experiment-wide trigger and data acquisitionsystems was commissioned. To check the data integrity of the read-outchain, test pattern data, generated either in the FEE or in the GTU,were used. Errors observed during those tests, e.g. bitflips on individualconnections on a read-out board, were cured by switching to sparelines or by masking channels from the read-out if a correction wasnot possible. After establishing the read-out, pedestal runs (withoutzero suppression) were recorded to determine the baseline and noiseof each channel. If needed, further data were recorded to perform aFourier analysis in order to identify and fix noise sources, e.g. causedby missing ground connections. In addition, these runs were used toidentify inactive channels which cannot be read out.After each installation block of new supermodules, a dedicated cal-ibration run was performed before the actual data taking. The detectoris read out with radioactive 83mKr distributed through the gas system(see Section 10.2). Since this was usually the first high-rate data takingafter the end-of-year shutdown (and installation), these runs and thepreparations for them were an important step to get ready for the realdata taking.Before each physics production run, periods of cosmic-ray datataking were scheduled to study the performance of the detector system,to align individual detector components (see Section 9.1) and to providereference spectra for particle identification (see Section 11). Data wereobtained with and without magnetic field. A two-level trigger conditionwas used to ensure sufficient statistics in the detector acceptance, evenwhen only the first supermodules were installed in the horizontal plane(see Section 12.3).
7.2. High voltage operation
To avoid HV trips during the critical phases of beam injection (e.g. apossible kicker failure), the anode voltages are reduced to values withvery low gain. After the injection is completed, the anode voltagesare ramped up from ∼1030 V (gain of about a factor ∼100 lowerthan nominal) to an intermediate voltage of ∼1230 V (gain ∼6.5% ofnominal). The ramp speed is 6 V/s. After the declaration of stable beams,the anode voltages are ramped to the nominal voltages (𝑈anode ≃1520 V)for data taking. The drift voltages always remain at nominal settings.To equalise the gain and drift velocity of all chambers, the resultsfrom the calibration (see Section 10) are used. The nominal voltagesand r.m.s. variations for drift and anode voltages are 2150±22 V and1520±14 V, respectively.Based on measurements in pp, p–Pb and Pb–Pb collisions in Run 1,it has been estimated that the chambers had a time averaged current ofabout 200 nA. This led to a total accumulated charge of less than 0.2 mCper cm of wire for Run 1. As the chambers were validated for chargesabove 10 mC/cm, it is expected that no ageing effect occurs during thetime the TRD is going to be operated. Up to now, in fact no deteriorationin the performance of tracking, track matching and energy resolutionwas observed.The average anode current as a function of the interaction rate asmeasured by the T0 detectors used for the ALICE luminosity measure-ment has a linear dependence with a slope of 1/200 nA/Hz for p–Pbcollisions at√𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. The slope parameter was obtained fromdifferent LHC fills ranging from minimum-bias data taking up to highrate interaction running, where the LHC background conditions canbe different. Under the vacuum conditions in Run 1, about 1/3 of thecurrent was due to the background rate, which is nearly negligible inRun 2.The expected dependence of the measured current on detectoroccupancy was found. The probability for pile-up events in, e.g. p–Pbcollisions at√𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV at 200 kHz interaction rate is about 14%when averaged over time, with a maximum of ∼24% as calculated fromthe bunch spacing and the number of bunch crossings in the LHC filling
scheme [2,82] as well as the integration time of the read-out chamber(drift length/drift velocity).For the level-1 trigger it is crucial to reduce the time dependenceof the drift velocity and the gain to a minimum. The former impactsthe track matching, the latter the electron identification. To ensurethe required stability, the anode and drift voltages are adjusted tocompensate for pressure changes (the temperature is sufficiently stable).The parameters for the correction were obtained by correlating thecalibration constants with pressure (see Section 10). A relative pressurechange d𝑝∕𝑝 results in a change of gain of d𝐺∕𝐺 = −6.76±0.04 and driftvelocity of d𝑣d/𝑣d = −1.41 ± 0.01 [83]. In addition, the dependences ofthe gain and drift velocity on the anode and drift voltage, respectively,as obtained from test beam measurements [84] were used (from Run 2onwards the dependence of gain on voltage was taken from the kryptoncalibration runs). This results in voltage changes of about 0.83 V and1.4 V for a pressure change of 1 mbar. During Run 1, the gain andthe drift velocity could be kept constant within about 2.5% and 1%,respectively. These values include the precision of the determination ofthe calibration constants (see Section 10). The variations can be furtherreduced by measuring and correcting for the gas composition using agas chromatograph installed during LS 1.During Run 1, 10% of the anode and 5.5% of the drift channelsturned out to be problematic (see Fig. 35). The respective channels hadto either be reduced in anode voltage or switched off. As the detector issegmented into 5 stacks along the beam direction and 6 layers in radialdirection, the loss of a single chamber in a stack is tolerable and excellentperformance is still achieved for tracking and particle identification(see Sections 8 and 11). Most of the problematic chambers showedstrange current behaviours (trending vs time). The de-installation ofa supermodule and disassembly of the individual read-out chambersfollowed by detailed tests revealed that the inspected problematic anodeand drift channels had broken filter capacitors (4.7 nF/3 kV). Thus,the 4.7 nF capacitors (see Section 4.3) were removed from the resistorchain in the last supermodules built and installed during the LS 1(5 supermodules).
7.3. In-beam performance
After commissioning with cosmic-ray tracks and krypton calibrationruns in 2009, the detector went into operation and worked reliablyduring the first collisions at the LHC on December 6th 2009. Since then,the detector has participated in data taking for all collision systems andenergies provided by the LHC [2]:
– pp collisions from √𝑠 = 0.9 to 13 TeV at low interaction rates(minimum-bias data taking) and high intensities (minimum-biasdata taking and rare triggering) with a maximum interaction rateof 200–500 kHz. During the rare trigger periods, the detectorcontributed level-1 triggers on e.g. high-𝑝T electrons and jets (seeSection 12).– p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV and 8 TeV with interactionrates at the level of 10 kHz (minimum-bias data taking) and atmaximum 200 kHz (rare triggering). The detector contributedthe same triggers as in the pp running scenario.– Pb–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 2.76 TeV and 5.02 TeV withmaximum interaction rates of up to 8 kHz (minimum-bias andrare triggering).
At the beginning of a fill, once all detectors within ALICE are readyfor data taking, a global physics run is started. A run is defined in ALICEas an uninterrupted period of data taking, during which the conditions(trigger setup, participating detectors, etc.) do not change. A run can lastfrom a few minutes to several hours until either the experimental setupor conditions have to be changed or the beam is dumped. An additionalend-of-run (EOR) reason is given by the occurrence of a problem relatedto a given detector or system. The detector parameters measured duringa run, such as the voltages and currents of the anode and drift channels
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as well as temperatures of the FEE, are dumped at the EOR to the OfflineConditions Database (OCDB) via the Shuttle framework [85,86]. Therelevant parameters can then be used in the offline reconstruction andanalysis.In order to ensure sufficiently stable conditions during a run, anychange, such as the failure of a part of the detector, e.g. due to aLV/HV trip, triggers the ending of the run. In order to avoid too frequentinterruptions, the failure of a single chamber within a stack is ignored.Technically, this is realised using the so-called Majority Unit within DCS.All subcomponents of the TRD detector (infrastructure and gas sys-tem) are monitored via DCS (see Section 6). In case any entity deviatesfrom nominal running conditions by pre-defined thresholds a warningis issued. The single entity is either recovered by the DCS operator inthe ALICE Run Control Centre or by an expert intervention. DuringRun 1 data taking, most interventions were related to the recovery ofsingle event upsets (SEU) and HV trips of problematic channels by re-configuration of the FEE or ramping up of the anode/drift channels. ForRun 2 an automatic recovery of the FEE and HV was put in place.
7.3.1. Read-out performanceThe event size depends on the charged-particle multiplicity. It istherefore influenced by the collision system and the background con-ditions of the LHC. The event size vs. charged-particle multiplicity isshown for various collision systems for one supermodule in Fig. 20.For the most central Pb–Pb collisions an event size of 800 kB persupermodule is found.The dead time per event is composed of the front-end processingand transmission time to the GTU and a potential contribution from theshipping to DAQ. On average the former scales approximately linearlywith the event size and rate, the latter is suppressed by the MEB aslong as the read-out data rate stays sufficiently below the effective linkbandwidth. The typical event sizes of 7 kB, 14 kB, 200 kB in minimum-bias data taking for pp, p–Pb, and Pb–Pb collisions result in front-endcontributions of 20 μs, 25 μs, 50 μs, respectively. This does not includethe read-out induced part. However, as illustrated by the Pb–Pb caseshown in Fig. 16, the detector is typically operated in the linear rangeof the curve, indicating that input rate fluctuations are absorbed by theMEB and that the read-out does not contribute significantly to the deadtime.The read-out rate during Run 1 and until now in Run 2 ranged fromabout 100 Hz in rare trigger periods to about 850 Hz in minimum-biasdata taking in pp and p–Pb collisions. In Pb–Pb collisions, the read-out rate was about 100 Hz and 350 Hz for minimum-bias data taking inPb–Pb collisions in Run 1 and up to now in Run 2, respectively.
Fig. 20. Event size vs charged-particle multiplicity for various collision systems for onesupermodule. To obtain the charged-particle multiplicity, global tracks (see Section 8)fulfilling minimum tracking quality criteria were counted on an event-by-event basis.
7.3.2. Radiation effectsThe radiation on the TRD was for Run 1 and Run 2 (until the end of2016) rather low both in terms of flux and dose. The following radiationcalculations for the inner radius of the TRD are based on simulationsobtained using the FLUKA transport code [87] and taking into accountthe measured multiplicities of Pb–Pb, p–Pb and pp collisions [88–93]as well as the running scenarios (luminosities, running time, andinteraction rate). For the indicated time range the Total Ionisation Dose(TID) and the Non-Ionising Energy Loss (NIEL), quoted in 1-MeV-neqfluence, were 7 ⋅ 10−3 krad and 2 ⋅ 109 cm−2, respectively. The flux ofhadrons is highest in Pb–Pb collisions, because it is proportional to theproduct of the interaction rate and the particle multiplicity. For Pb–Pbcollisions at√𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV, the flux of hadrons with > 20 keV energyand charged particles is about 3.8 ⋅10−2 kHz/cm2 and 2.5 ⋅10−2 kHz/cm2,respectively. The radiation load in terms of flux and dose are far belowthe values, for which the experiment was designed for [1].In the radiation environment described above, very few SEUs areobserved in the electronics. The most affected device is the DCS board,for which SEUs result in occasional reboots (a few DCS boards per LHCfill). The DCS board is needed for control and monitoring but is notpart of the read-out chain meaning that the reboots do not affect thedata taking. The external RAM on the DCS board can be monitored forSEUs by writing and verifying known patterns in unused areas of the
∼13 MB memory per chamber. During 2.5 months of pp data taking atLHC luminosities of about 5 ⋅ 1030 cm−2s−1, 20 SEUs as shown in Fig. 21were observed in the external RAM, i.e. a negligible amount comparedto the occasional reboots of a few DCS boards.The memories of the TRAPs are Hamming-protected and, thus,resilient to SEUs. However, the configuration registers are not protectedand can be affected by radiation. Therefore, the configuration is com-pressed and written to a Hamming-protected memory area. In this way,the registers can be checked (and corrected) against the compressedconfiguration.
7.3.3. Data quality assuranceThe Data Quality Monitoring framework (DQM) provides onlinefeedback on the data and allows problems to be quickly spotted andidentified during data taking. The Automatic MOnitoRing Environment(AMORE) was developed for ALICE [94] and allows run-based, detector-specific analyses on the raw data. The results are visualised in adedicated user interface. The monitored observables, such as noise level,event size per supermodule, trigger timing, FEE not sending data, arecompared with reference values or diagrams (depending on the datataking scenario). Deviations from the references indicate a problem tothe operator. Based on the information obtained from the online DQMall runs are directly marked with a quality flag, both globally and forthe individual ALICE subdetectors. For the offline physics analyses, listsof runs are selected based on these flags according to the physics caseunder study.
Fig. 21. Monitored external DCS memory and occurrences of SEUs as a function of time.The periods of stable beam are indicated as well.
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7.3.4. Pretrigger performanceA dedicated wake-up signal is required for the FEE (see Section 5.1).It should reflect the level-0 trigger condition as closely as possible.However, as it needs to be generated before the actual level-0 trigger, itcannot use the same information. This introduces some inefficiency intothe TRD read-out. In the early Run 1 LHC filling schemes (e.g. during theLHC ramp-up in 2009) with only a few colliding bunches per orbit, itwas possible to send a wake-up signal for all of the bunch crossings withpotential interactions. This resulted in a fully efficient operation [70].During this time, the pretrigger system was commissioned to use theV0 and T0 signals as inputs. They could then also be used for fillingschemes with many bunches. The trigger condition was configuredas closely as possible to the ALICE level-0 interaction trigger, i.e. acoincidence of either the V0 or the T0 detectors (simultaneous signalsin the A- and C-side, see Section 2). The efficiency of the V0- and T0-derived wake-up signals depends on the discrimination thresholds usedfor those detectors and on the inherent dead time between pretriggerand the abort or end of the read-out (see Section 5). The latter isparticularly important when subsequent collisions are close in time,e.g. in LHC filling schemes that have bunch trains with 25 or 50 ns bunchspacing [95]. For runs taken at low interaction rates the pretriggerefficiency is above 97%; for higher rates the efficiency depends on thecolliding bunch structure of the filling scheme and reaches averagevalues down to about 83% in Run 1 [70]. These inefficiencies wereavoided with the LM system used in Run 2 (see Section 5.1).The analysis of electrons from heavy-flavour hadron decays inp–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV in events satisfying the pretriggercondition showed no bias compared to results from events triggered withthe ALICE level-0 minimum-bias interaction trigger [96].
8. Tracking
The charged particle tracking in the ALICE central barrel is basedon a Kalman filtering [97]. Track finding and fitting are performedsimultaneously [2]. The algorithm operates on clusters of track hits fromthe individual detectors. The clusters carry position information and,depending on the detector, the amount of charge from the ionisationsignal. The cluster parameters are calculated locally from the raw data,implying that the cluster finding can be parallelised.The global tracking starts from seed clusters at the outer radius ofthe TPC (see Fig. 1). During the first inward propagation of the trackspreviously unassigned TPC clusters are attached while updating thetrack parameterisation at the same time. If possible, the track is furtherpropagated to the ITS. Subsequently, an outward propagation addsinformation from TRD, TOF, and HMPID. A second inward propagationis used to obtain the final track parameters, which are stored at a fewimportant detector positions, most importantly at the primary vertex.The TRD contributes to the tracking in various ways. First, it addsroughly 70 cm to the lever arm, which improves significantly the mo-mentum resolution for high-𝑝T tracks. Second, it increases the precisionand efficiency of assigning clusters from the detectors at larger radii,in particular the TOF, to propagated tracks. In addition, the TRD isused as reference to obtain correction maps for distortions in the TPC,which arise from the build up of space charge at high interaction rates.For this the TRD and ITS track segments are reconstructed using asseeds the TPC tracks (with relaxed tolerances accounting for potentialdistortions). Then, the estimate of the real track position is built asa weighted average of the ITS and TRD refitted tracks (without TPCinformation). The TPC distortions are deconvoluted from the residualsbetween these interpolations and the measured TPC cluster positions.The tracking in the TRD can be subdivided into the formation oftracklets (track segments within one read-out chamber) from clustersand the updating of the global tracks based on the tracklets. Thesesteps are performed layer-by-layer. The chambers within a layer canbe treated in parallel. For each layer, a seed track is prepared bypropagation from the TPC and used to calculate the intersection with a
chamber. Based on this information a tracklet is formed from the clustersin the vicinity of this intersection and then the track parameterisationis updated accordingly. In the following, details of the individual stepswill be given.
8.1. Clusterisation
Primary ionisation in the detector gas leads to a signal that spreadsover several pads. Because of the slower ion drift, the charge carriesover into subsequent time bins, resulting in a correlation between timebins (see Section 2.1). The cluster algorithm combines the data fromadjacent pads in the same time bin, producing clusters with informationon position and total charge. The former is calculated from the weightedmean of the charge shared between adjacent pads (up to 3). Look-UpTables (LUT) are used to relate the measured charge distribution to theactual position. These LUTs are the result of calculations for the differentpad width sizes, based on measurements in a test beam [46]. The clusterposition can deviate from the LUT values because of detector parameterswhich are subject to calibration (see Section 10), most importantly thedrift velocity 𝑣d and the time offset 𝑡0 (time corresponding to the positionof the anode wires, see Fig. 30). In addition, a correction for the 𝐸 × 𝐵effect is applied. The complete position characterisation also includesthe estimated uncertainty, which determines the weight for updatingthe global track. The uncertainties are derived from differential analysesof Monte Carlo simulations. Cluster properties such as the depositedenergy, time bin, and reconstructed position relative to the pad withthe maximum charge are taken into account as well as particle levelcharacteristics such as electrical charge and incident angle. A linearmodel relates all uncertainties with parameters being defined by allconditions determining a cluster.
8.2. Track reconstruction
For the preparation of the TPC-based track seed used to match withthe TRD clusters, the Kalman parameterisation (at the outer radius ofthe TPC) is propagated to the radial position of the anode wires of agiven chamber. At this radius the position is least affected by variationsin calibration parameters. If a chamber is rotated with respect to thetracking frame, the radial position of the anode wires depends on theintersection point of the track in the 𝑦-𝑧 plane. As this is only known afterthe propagation, the preparation of the track seed is an iterative process.The clusters that are assigned to the seed track in a given layerare combined into tracklets. A straight line fit is sufficient for theirdescription since the negligible sagitta of the trajectory is only of theorder of tens of microns.Since in the read-out chamber the electrons drift in the radialdirection, that is approximately parallel to the track, and due to thelong ion tails, the signals pile up. The measured charges, sampled intime intervals of 100 ns, are therefore correlated between different timesamples. Since such correlations degrade the angular resolution, a tailcancellation correction is applied [46]. It subtracts an exponential tailproportional to the current signal from the subsequent samples for eachread-out pad.The number of pads on the read-out plane onto which a track isprojected depends on the track incident angle. For decreasing transversemomentum, more pads will carry a signal. The Lorentz angle also affectsthis spread. For negatively (positively) charged particles the Lorentzdrift is along (opposite to) the track inclination, independent of thepolarity of the magnetic field. On average, negatively charged particlesare thus spread over fewer pads than positively charged ones. In theright panel of Fig. 22, an example of a positively charged particle of
𝑝T = 0.5 GeV∕𝑐 (worst case) is shown. Its projection spans over 6 pads.The procedure to find candidates for seeds involves a preliminarystage in which clusters are searched in the neighbourhood of thepropagated seed. In Fig. 23 the mean and width of the residuals areshown for the arising tracklets in 𝛥𝑦 in layer 0 as a function of the seed
𝑝T. The imperfect tail cancellation results in different position biases fortracklets from positive and negative tracklets, the signal spreading overmore pads for the former.
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Fig. 22. Signal produced by a positively charged particle (𝑝T = 0.5 GeV∕𝑐). Left: Total charge per time bin used for particle identification. Right: Ionisation signal vs. pad number andtime bin. The cluster positions are shown as reconstructed from the charge distribution (raw clusters) and after correction for the 𝐸 × 𝐵 effect (Lorentz-corr. clusters).
8.3. Performance
The relative frequencies of the number of tracklets assigned to atrack are shown in Fig. 24 for pp collisions at √𝑠 = 13 TeV. Tracksconsisting of 6 layers account for more than 50% (60%) for 𝑝T < 1 GeV/c(𝑝T > 1 GeV/c). Tracks with 4 and 5 layers are mainly produced byparticles crossing dead areas of the detector.A crucial figure of merit for the tracking is the fraction of globaltracks matched to the TRD. This includes acceptance effects, between
Fig. 23. Residuals in 𝛥𝑦 of tracklets with respect to global tracks as a function of 𝑝T in ppcollisions at √𝑠 = 13 TeV. For every bin the mean (marker) and r.m.s. width (error bar)of the distribution are shown.
Fig. 24. Fraction of tracks, originating from the primary vertex, consisting of a givennumber of layers in pp collisions at √𝑠 = 13 TeV.
the TPC and the TRD as well as the TRD and the TOF detector. The mo-mentum dependence is shown in Fig. 25 for tracks with at least 4 layers(about 75% of all tracks). For positively charged particles, the Lorentzdrift of the electrons is opposite to the track inclination, which (togetherwith the tail cancellation) results in a slightly higher efficiency.A systematic analysis of the position resolution in the bendingplane (𝑟𝜑) is presented in Fig. 26. The resolution (𝜎𝛥𝑦) is expressedas the width of a Gaussian fit to the difference between the positionreconstructed via tracklets and different references (𝛥𝑦). It is shown asa function of the inverse transverse momentum scaled with the particlecharge (𝑞∕𝑝T). First, the ideal position resolution is derived from MonteCarlo simulations by comparing the reconstructed tracklet position withthe true particle position at the reference radial point (anode wireplane of the read-out chamber). This is shown as the red curve inFig. 26, calculated in local chamber coordinates to decouple residualmisalignment effects from the result. A parabolic best fit is performedfor which the parameters show the best position resolution of close to200 μm at 𝑝T = 1.8 GeV∕𝑐. The best performance is achieved for trackswhere the inclination angle cancels the 𝐸 × 𝐵 effect. In the case ofreal data, the comparison can be performed only against a measuredestimator, i.e. against the reconstructed global (ITS + TPC) track. Theblack curve shows the distribution for pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV. Thecombined position resolution of the TRD and global tracks is around700 μm at very large transverse momentum. In order to bridge thetwo results, observables at the level of reconstruction and simulationare compared. The blue curve shows the position resolution of theglobal tracks as reconstructed against the true position from the MonteCarlo simulation. The green line represents the theoretical value for thecombined resolution for TRD and global tracks, given by the quadraticsum of the dependencies described by the red and the blue distributions.These tracks from simulation yield a slightly worse resolution becausethe theoretical limit does not consider the pad tilting. It is worthnoting that the simulated position resolution describes the measureddependency reasonably well. Effects of remaining miscalibration andmisalignment of all central barrel detectors lead to a degradation ofabout 500 μm for the resolution in the TRD.The good position resolution capabilities demonstrated by the TRDdetector can be used in the central barrel tracking of ALICE to improvethe transverse momentum resolution of reconstructed particles. Fig. 27shows the 𝑞∕𝑝T resolution of the combined ITS–TPC tracking with andwithout the TRD for various running scenarios. In all considered casesthe TRD was also used as reference to obtain the correction maps for thedistortions in the TPC. The inclusion of the TRD in tracking in additionimproves the resolution by about 40% at high transverse momentumfor pp collisions recorded at both low (12 kHz) and high interaction(230 kHz) rates. For example in the low interaction scenario of pp
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Fig. 25. Fraction of tracks matched between the TPC and the TRD (TPC–TRD) and furtherthe TOF detector (TRD–TOF) as a function of transverse momentum in pp collisions at√
𝑠 = 13 TeV.
Fig. 26. Dependence of the position resolution on charge over transverse momentumfor simulated tracks in the TRD (red) and in the TPC (blue), reconstructed global tracksfrom simulation (grey) and from pp collisions at√𝑠 = 13 TeV (black). The label TRD–TPCindicates global tracks reconstructed with the ITS and TPC that were extrapolated to theTRD. The green line represents the theoretical value for the combined resolution of TRDand global tracks. The red line shows a parabolic fit to the corresponding points. (Forinterpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version of this article.)
collisions, the achieved 𝑝T resolution is 3% at 40 GeV. In additionthe inclusion of the TRD in the track reconstruction improves theimpact parameter resolution and the reconstruction of tracks that passat the edges of the TPC sectors, i.e. increasing the acceptance of theexperiment.
9. Alignment
The physical alignment of the detectors during installation (see Sec-tion 2.3) has a finite precision of the order of 1 mm for chambers withina supermodule and of 1 cm for supermodules in the spaceframe. Thesubsequent software alignment, i.e. accounting for the actual positionsof supermodules and chambers in the reconstruction and simulationsoftware, is the subject of this section. The alignment parameters (threeshifts and three rotation parameters per alignable volume) are deducedfrom optical survey data and/or from reconstructed tracks. In the lattercase, the obtained values have to be added to those already used duringthe reconstruction. The obtained alignment sets are stored in the OCDBand used in the subsequent reconstructions.The different alignment steps are described in the following subsec-tions. The alignment is checked and, if necessary, redone after shutdownperiods and/or interventions that may affect the detector positions,e.g. installations of new supermodules.
Fig. 27. Improvement of the 𝑞∕𝑝T resolution in data when TRD information is included ascompared with the performance of tracking without TRD information for various runningscenarios. The labels low and high IR indicate interaction rates of 12 and 230 kHz,respectively.
Table 5Typical width of the tracklet-to-track residuals in 𝑦 observed during the internal alignmentprocedure. The residuals are between a tracklet (measured by a single chamber) and track(defined by the remaining chambers of the stack). L0–L5 refer to the six TRD chamberswithin a stack. The L0 and L5 resolutions are given only for comparison purposes as thepositions of these two chambers are fixed during the minimisation.
Alignment volumes Input data set Residual width (𝜎)
L0 Cosmics 2 mmL2 Cosmics 1 mmL5 Cosmics 2 mmL0 pp collisions 2–3 mmL2 pp collisions 1–2 mmL5 pp collisions 2–3 mm
9.1. Internal alignment of chambers with cosmic-ray tracks
The internal detector alignment, i.e. the relative alignment of theread-out chambers within one stack, is performed with cosmic-ray tracksrecorded without magnetic field (Fig. 28, top). The local 𝑦 coordinates(see Section 2) of the chambers of the intermediate layers L1–L4(tracklet) are varied to minimise the 𝜒2 of straight tracks calculated fromthe hits in layers L0 and L5. The coordinates of the first and last chamber,L0 and L5, are kept constant. Any misalignment of a stack, such as a tilt,possibly resulting from this constraint is removed later during the stackalignment. Chamber tilts are neglected. The typical spread (Gaussian 𝜎)of the residual between tracklet and straight track is about 1 mm fora single chamber (see Table 5). The initial chamber misalignments of0.6–0.7 mm are reduced to 0.2–0.3 mm (r.m.s.). The minimum requiredstatistics is 𝑂(103) tracks per read-out chamber (i.e. per stack). For afew stacks, located around 𝜑 = 0 and 𝜑 = 180◦, with low statisticsof cosmic-ray tracks, charged tracks from pp collisions taken withoutmagnetic field are used instead.The internal 𝑦 alignment sets deduced from cosmic-ray tracks andfrom pp collisions agree within 0.18 mm (Gaussian 𝜎). From this,the accuracy of the internal alignment is estimated to be about 𝛥𝑦 =
0.18 mm∕
√
2 = 0.13 mm. Similar agreement exists between cosmic-rayruns taken in different periods.
9.2. Survey-based alignment of supermodules
The supermodules are subject to an optical survey after installationand, subsequently, after every hardware intervention that may affect
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Fig. 28. Top: Cosmic-ray tracks with at least 100 TPC clusters and 5 TRD layers, recordedwithout magnetic field, used for the relative 𝑟𝜑 alignment of the TRD chambers withinstacks (internal alignment). Bottom: Charged-particle tracks with at least 100 TPC clustersand 4 TRD layers from pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV, used for the alignment of the TRDwith respect to the TPC (external alignment). Both figures show data from 2012 (setupwith 13 supermodules).
the geometry of the detector. For this measurement, survey targets areinserted into precision holes existing at each end of every supermodule.Because of poor accessibility of the muon-arm side, the supermodulesare only surveyed on one side (A-side). Four of the six alignmentparameters, 𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧 shifts and the rotation around the 𝑧-axis, are thendetermined for each supermodule by fitting the survey results. Thetypical survey precision is 1 mm. The survey-based alignment procedurereduces the supermodule misalignment from its initial value of 1–2 cmto a few mm.
9.3. External alignment with tracks from beam–beam collisions
The external alignment, i.e. the alignment of TRD volumes withrespect to the TPC, is performed with charged-particle tracks recordedwith magnetic field (Fig. 28, bottom). Only tracks with 𝑝T > 1.5 GeV∕𝑐are used. First, all six alignment parameters of each TRD supermoduleare varied to minimise the residuals. Subsequently, the alignment ofeach stack is refined by adjusting its 𝑥 and 𝑦 positions and its rotationaround the 𝑧-axis. The tracklet-to-track residuals in 𝑦 before and after
Fig. 29. TRD tracklet to TPC track residuals in 𝑦 as a function of the 𝑧 coordinate ofthe TPC track (𝑧track ) for supermodules 2 (left) and 6 (right). The colour code is linearin the number of tracks. The upper and lower panels show the situation with the surveyalignment and with in addition the external alignment, respectively. The data are froma 2012 run of pp collisions with 𝐵 = −0.5 T. The alignment set used for the lower plotswas deduced from the same run. The internal alignment is applied in all four cases. (Forinterpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to theweb version of this article.)
Table 6Typical width of the tracklet-to-track residuals observed during the external alignmentprocedure with 𝑝T > 1.5 GeV∕𝑐 tracks from pp collisions. The residuals are between a TRDchamber, stack, or supermodule and the TPC track. L0 and L5 denote the first and the last(radially) TRD chambers within a stack.
Alignment volumes Residual width (𝜎)
L0 chamber 1 mmL5 chamber 3 mmStack 2 mmSupermodule 2 mm
alignment are shown in Fig. 29 for two supermodules. As can be seen,the initial misalignment and the degree of improvement vary super-module by supermodule. The typical width of the residuals (Gaussian
𝜎) is about 2 mm (see Table 6). In the limit of low number of tracksper stack 𝑁track , the alignment precision is statistical: 𝜎∕√𝑁track . With
𝑁track = 𝑂(103), systematic effects start to dominate.Fig. 29 shows the effect of an alignment procedure applied tothe same data set from which it was deduced. However, one singlealignment set is used for runs of a complete year. This raises the questionof the universality and temporal stability of the alignment, which can beaddressed by comparing alignment sets deduced from various portionsof data. Separate analyses of positive and negative tracks yield twoalignment sets that agree within 1 mm (r.m.s. of the 𝑦 shifts). A largerdifference (2 mm) is seen between the two magnetic field polarities.Such differences can result from mechanical displacements and/or fromthe fact that the TPC calibration is performed separately for the twopolarities. The presence of a step in the middle of the central TRD stack,at 𝑧 = 0, in Fig. 29 indicates the latter. Several iterations of the TRDto TPC alignment and the TPC calibration with respect to the TRD areneeded to achieve the best possible precision. In order to address theentanglement of the alignment and calibration of the central barreldetectors, an alternative approach was developed during LS 1. It isbased on a combined alignment and calibration fit performed using theMillepede algorithm [98]. The new method allows for a simultaneousalignment and calibration of the ITS, TRD, and TOF, followed by thecalibration of the TPC. The procedure is being used successfully in Run 2.
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Fig. 30. Average pulse height vs. drift time plot (derived from Fig. 5) illustrating the maincalibration parameters. For better understanding, a sketch of the chamber cross-sectionwith field lines from Fig. 2 is shown at the top. The peak at the left and the edge on theright of the drift time spectrum correspond to the anode wires and the chamber entrancewindow. The temporal difference between them depends on the drift velocity. The anode-peak position defines the time offset. The mean pulse height and the pedestal width arerelated to the gain and the pad noise, respectively.
10. Calibration
The ALICE calibration scheme is explained in [2]. Here the calibra-tion procedures for the TRD are described. The four basic calibrationparameters for the TRD – time offset, drift velocity, gain, and noise – areillustrated in Fig. 30. The position of the anode wires and the entrancewindow are visible in the measured drift time spectrum as a peak(around 0.5 μs, caused by charges coming from both sides of the anodewires) and an edge (around 2.8 μs), respectively. Since the calibratedtime represents the distance from the anode wires, the position of theanode peak provides the time offset. The time span between the anodepeak and the entrance-window edge is inversely proportional to the driftvelocity. The mean pulse height is proportional to the gain and the widthof the pedestal is proportional to the pad noise.While ionisation electrons are attracted to the anode wires by anelectric field 𝐸, the presence of a magnetic field perpendicular to it,|𝐸 × 𝐵| > 0, leads to a Lorentz angle of about 9◦ between the electrondrift direction and the direction of the electric field. Knowledge ofthe Lorentz angle is necessary for the reconstruction of the tracklets,described in Section 8.2 (see Figs. 22 and 46).The complete list of the calibration parameters, organised accordingto the source from which they are determined, is given in Table 7. Once
Table 7Sources of input data and the derived calibration parameters.
Input data Parameters
Pedestal runs Pad noise, pad statusRuns with 83mKr in the gas Relative pad gainPhysics runs (cpass0/1) Chamber status, time offset, drift velocity, Lorentzangle, gain
determined for a given run, the calibration parameters are stored in theOCDB and used in the subsequent reconstructions. In the following, themethods used to determine the values of the calibration parameters arediscussed.
10.1. Pad noise and pad status calibration using pedestal runs
Short pedestal runs are taken roughly once per month during datataking. In these runs, events are triggered at random instants and thedata are recorded without zero suppression. At the end of the run, anautomatic analysis of the pedestal data is performed on the computersof the DAQ system [99]. Hundred events are sufficient to calculatethe position of the baseline of the analogue pre-amplifier and shaperoutput (pedestal) and its fluctuation (noise) for all electronics channels.The results are subsequently collected by the Shuttle system [86] andtransported to the OCDB. The mean noise is 1.2 ADC counts, correspond-ing to an equivalent of 1200 electrons. The pad-by-pad r.m.s. value is0.17 counts. The precision of the measurement is 0.015 counts (r.m.s.).Pads that have a faulty connection to the FEE, are connected to anon working FEE channel, have excessive noise, or are bridged with aneighbour are marked in the OCDB and treated correspondingly duringthe data taking and reconstruction chain (pad status).
10.2. Pad gain calibration using 83mKr decays
Pad-by-pad gain calibration of the TRD chambers is performedafter every installation of new supermodules. It is done by injectingradioactive gas into the chambers and measuring the signals of the decayelectrons. The method, developed by ALEPH [100,101] and DELPHI[102], is also used to calibrate the ALICE TPC [31].Solid 83Rb decays by electron capture into gaseous Kr and populates,among others, the isomeric state 83mKr with an excitation energy of41.6 keV and a half-life of 1.8 h. The radioactive krypton is injected intothe gas circulation system and is distributed over the sensitive volumesof all installed chambers. The krypton nuclei decay to their groundstate by electron emission. The decay energy, comparable to the energylost by a minimum-ionising particle traversing the sensitive volume ofa read-out chamber (20–30 keV), gets deposited within 1 cm from thedecay point. For each decay, the total signal is calculated by integratingover 𝑦 (pad column), 𝑧 (pad row) and 𝑥 (drift time), and filled into thehistogram associated with the pad of maximum signal.With three gas inlets to each supermodule (see Section 3), groups of10 chambers are connected in series. The difference between the decayrates seen in the first and last chamber of the chain was reduced to afactor of ∼3 by increasing the gas flow during the krypton calibrationrun. With an 83Rb source intensity of 5 MBq and a measurement timeof one week, the collected statistics is of the order of thousand countsper pad. This is sufficient to identify the expected decay lines in thedistribution. An example is shown in Fig. 31. The histogram of eachpad is fitted by stretching horizontally the reference distribution. Thestretching factor is the measure of the pad gain. The energy resolutionat 41.6 keV is 10%.The resulting pad gain factors for one particular chamber are shownin Fig. 32. The short-range variations of up to 10% reflect the differencesbetween electronics channels. The long-range inhomogeneities originatefrom chamber geometry and are typically within ±15% (peak to peak).A detailed description of the krypton calibration can be found in [103]and [104].The improvement of the chamber resolution achieved by thekrypton-based pad-by-pad calibration is presented in Fig. 33. Thehistograms show the pulse height spectrum before calibration, after oneand after two iterations (calibrations performed in consecutive years),respectively.
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Fig. 31. Pulse height spectrum accumulated for one pad during the Kr-calibrationrun [103,104]. The smooth solid line represents the fit from which the gain is extracted.
Fig. 32. Relative pad gains for one chamber calibrated with electrons from 83mKr decays.
Fig. 33. Pulse height spectrum before the krypton-based calibration, after one and aftertwo iterations (calibrations performed in consecutive years) for one read-out chamber.
10.3. Chamber calibration using physics data
The anode and drift voltages of the individual chambers are adjustedperiodically (once a year) to equalise the chamber gains and driftvelocities. Moreover, an automatic procedure is in place that contin-uously adjusts the voltages depending on the atmospheric pressure,compensating the impact of the environment on the gas properties (seeSection 7.2). This is important because the pulse height and the trackletangle are used for triggering (see Section 12).In order to achieve the ultimate resolution for physics data analysis,the chamber status, time offset, drift velocity, Lorentz angle, and gain
Fig. 34. The derivative of the local tracking 𝑦 coordinate with respect to the drift time
𝑡 vs. the tangent of the azimuthal track inclination angle from global tracking. The slopeand the offset of the fit (red line) give the drift velocity and the Lorentz angle, respectively.
are calibrated run-by-run offline, using global tracks from physics runs.A sample of events of each run is reconstructed for this purpose. Therequired statistics is equivalent to 105 pp interaction events. The firstreconstruction pass (cpass0) provides input for the calibration. Thesecond pass (cpass1) applies the calibration and the reconstructed eventsare used as input for the data quality assurance analysis, and for thesecond iteration of the calibration. The read-out chamber status and thechamber-wide time offset, drift velocity, Lorentz angle, and gain valuesare extracted from cpass0 and updated after cpass1. The time offset is ob-tained as indicated in Fig. 30. The drift velocity and the Lorentz angle arederived from the correlation between the derivative of the local tracking
𝑦 coordinate with respect to the drift time, and the azimuthal inclinationangle of the global track (see Fig. 34). The former represents theuncalibrated estimate of the tracklet angle. The latter is obtained fromthe extrapolation of the global track to the TRD. The correlation is fittedby a straight line. The effect of the pad tilt (d𝑦∕d𝑧 = tan(𝛼), 𝛼 = ± 2◦,see Section 2) is taken into account by adding the respective term to theglobal track inclination. The slope and the offset parameters give thedrift velocity and the Lorentz angle, respectively.The gain calibration factor is determined by histogramming, for eachchamber, the deposited charge divided by the path length and takingthe mean of this distribution. The last stage of the chamber calibrationis to identify chambers for which a satisfactory calibration cannot beobtained or whose parameter values are very different from the mean.These chambers are masked in the data analysis and in the respectivesimulation.The typical mean values, chamber-by-chamber variations, stability,and precision of the calibration parameters are shown in Table 8.The chamber-by-chamber variation is quantified by the r.m.s. of thechamber distribution within one run. The stability is described via themaximum variations observed in one read-out chamber during half a
Table 8The typical mean values, chamber-by-chamber variations, stability (in the second half of2012), and precision of the chamber calibration parameters 𝑡0 (drift time offset), 𝑣d (driftvelocity), 𝛹L (Lorentz angle for 𝐵 = 0.5 T), and gain. For the chamber-by-chamber vari-ations, which are subject to equalisation by adjusting the voltages, ranges are indicated.
Parameter Mean Variations Stability Precision
𝑡0 145.2 ns 2.7 ns ±3.4 ns 1 ns
𝑣d 1.56 cm/μs 1%–14% ±3% 0.4%
𝛹L 8.8◦ 0.3◦–0.5◦ ±0.4◦ 0.05◦gain 1.0 (a.u.) 3%–16% ±7% 1.4%
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Fig. 35. Two quality-assurance plots (data from pp collisions recorded in 2015 with allsupermodules installed, tracks with at least 70 TPC clusters and 𝑝T > 0.5 GeV∕𝑐). Top:Efficiency of matching tracklets to TPC tracks. Bottom: Mean number of layers per trackin each stack (cf. the discussion of inactive chambers in Section 7.2).
year of running. The precision is defined as 1/√2 of the r.m.s. differencebetween the calibration parameters deduced from two high-statisticsdata sets taken under identical conditions.
10.4. Quality assurance
As described before, during cpass1 reconstructed events are sub-ject to a quality assurance (QA) analysis in which control histogramsmonitoring the quality of the calibrated data are filled. The analogousmonitoring of raw data, performed online, is described in Section 7.3. Asan example, two such QA histograms, representing the efficiency and themean number of layers in each stack (equivalent to the number of activelayers) in one particular run of the pp data taking in 2015, are shownin Fig. 35. The efficiency drops at stack boundaries and the windowin correspondence of the detector coverage of the PHOS detector arevisible.
11. Particle identification
The TRD provides electron and charged hadron identification basedon the measurement of the specific energy loss and transition radiation.The total integrated charge measured in a tracklet [106], normalised tothe tracklet length, is shown in Fig. 36 for electrons and pions in p–Pbcollisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. The electron and pion samples wereobtained by selecting tracks originating from 𝛾 → 𝑒+𝑒− conversions inmaterial and from the decay K0s → 𝜋+𝜋− via topological cuts and particleidentification (PID) with the TPC and the TOF. The obtained electronsample has an impurity of less than 1%. Due to the larger specific energyloss and transition radiation, the average charge deposit of electronsis higher than that of pions. Charge deposit distributions recorded in
test beam measurements at CERN PS in 2004 for electrons and pions inthe momentum range 1 to 10 GeV∕𝑐 [47,105] describe the results fromcollision data well (see Fig. 36), and can thus also be used as referencesfor particle identification.The measured charge deposit distributions can be fitted by a mod-ified Landau–Gaussian convolution: (Exponential × Landau) ∗ Gaus-sian [107,108], where the Landau distribution is weighted by anexponential dampening (Landau(𝑥) → 𝑒𝑘𝑥 Landau(𝑥)). This functiondescribes the specific charge deposit distributions for pions (d𝐸∕d𝑥) andelectrons (d𝐸∕d𝑥 + TR) well and can thus be used to extract the mostprobable energy loss. The dependence of the most probable signal versus
𝛽𝛾 is shown in Fig. 37. The data have been extracted from measurements(i) in a beam test at CERN PS in 2004 (pions and electrons) [105], (ii)with pp collisions at √𝑠 = 7 TeV (protons, pions and electrons) [106]and (iii) with a cosmic-ray trigger in the ALICE setup (muons) [107].The selection of the flight direction of the cosmic-ray muons allows onlythe specific energy loss (d𝐸∕d𝑥) or the summed signal (d𝐸∕d𝑥 + TR) tobe measured by selecting muons that first traverse the drift region andthen the radiator, and vice versa [107,108]. To improve the momentumreconstruction of very high 𝑝T cosmic-ray muons, a dedicated track
Fig. 36. Total integrated charge, normalised to the tracklet length, measured in a singleread-out chamber for electrons and pions in p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV, incomparison with results from test beam measurements (solid lines) [47,105]. The electronsand pions from test beam measurements were scaled by one common factor to compensatethe difference in gain of the two data sets.
Fig. 37. Most probable charge deposit signal normalised to that of minimum ionisingparticles as a function of 𝛽𝛾. The data are from measurements performed in test beamruns, pp collisions at √𝑠 = 7 TeV, and cosmic-ray runs. Uncertainties in momentum andthus 𝛽𝛾 determination are drawn as horizontal and statistical uncertainties as vertical errorbars. The shown fits correspond to Eqs. (1) and (2) described in the text.
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fitting algorithm [107,108] was developed, combining the clusters ofthe two individual tracks in the two hemispheres of the TPC. This yieldsa better momentum resolution by about a factor of 10, e.g. at 1 TeV∕𝑐the 1/𝑝T resolution is 8.1⋅10−4 (GeV/𝑐)−1 [107,108].The onset of the TR production is visible for 𝛽𝛾 ≳ 800, both forelectrons and high-energy (TeV scale) cosmic-ray muons. The signalsfor muons are consistent with those from electrons at the same 𝛽𝛾. Themost probable signal (MPV) of the energy loss due to ionisation only,normalised to that of minimum ionising particles (mip), is well describedby the parameterisation proposed by the ALEPH Collaboration [100,109] (shown in Fig. 37):(
𝑄MPV
𝑄mipMPV
)
= 0.2 ⋅
4.4 − 𝛽2.26 − ln
[
0.004 − 1
(𝛽𝛾)0.95
]
𝛽2.26
. (1)
Minimum ionising particles are at a 𝛽𝛾 value of 3.5 and the d𝐸∕d𝑥 in therelativistic limit is 1.8 times the minimum ionisation value. To describethe d𝐸∕d𝑥 + TR signal, a parameterised logistic function is needed inaddition. The formula, normalised to the signal for minimum ionisingparticles, is as follows:
TR
TRmip
= 0.706
1 + exp(−1.85 ⋅ (ln 𝛾 − 7.80))
. (2)
The saturated TR yield in the relativistic limit is 0.7 times the minimumionisation value. At 𝛽𝛾 = 2.4 ⋅ 103 the logistic function reaches half itsmaximum value.
11.1. Truncated mean method
The TRD can provide electron (described in the next section) andhadron identification. For the hadron identification, the truncated meanis calculated from the energy loss (+TR) signal stored in the clusters(see Section 8) [107]. For the particle identification, the deviation fromthe expected most probable signal for a given species is then used afternormalisation to the expected resolution of the truncated mean signalfor the track under study.In order to obtain an approximately Gaussian shape, the long tailof the Landau distribution needs to be eliminated or at least stronglysuppressed, which can be realised through a truncated-mean procedure.The PID signal of a charged hadron passing through the detector iscalculated using all 𝑀 clusters along the up to six layers (see Section 8).The truncated mean is then calculated as the average over the 𝑁lowest values: 𝑁 = 𝑓 ⋅ 𝑀 . The truncation fraction 𝑓 = 0.55 waschosen in order to maximise the separation power between minimumionising pions with 𝑝 = 0.5 GeV∕𝑐 and electrons with 𝑝 = 0.7 GeV∕𝑐.The different momenta were chosen to maximise the statistics of theelectron sample [107]. However, the cluster signal strength dependson the radial position of the cluster within the read-out chamber(see Fig. 5). Therefore, the cluster amplitudes are first weighted withtime-bin dependent calibration factors, found and applied during thecpass0/cpass1 calibration steps (see Section 10). For example, for thecosmic-ray data sample, the weights are determined for tracks withinthe interval 1.65 ≤ log10(𝛽𝛾) ≤ 2.5 to eliminate kinematic dependences.These 𝛽𝛾 values are far below the onset of TR. After applying thisprocedure, some non-uniformity over time bins remains (±15%), whichis due to the TR component [107].Fig. 38 shows the truncated mean signal as a function of momentumfor p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. The curves represent theexpected signals for various particle species. These parameterisationswere obtained by fitting the truncated mean signal (d𝐸∕d𝑥 + TR)of electrons from conversion processes, pions from K0s and protonsfrom 𝛬 decays as a function of 𝛽𝛾 = 𝑝𝑚 with a sum of the ALEPHparameterisation (Eq. (1)) and logistic function (Eq. (2)), see above.The resolution of the truncated mean signal is shown in Fig. 39 asa function of the number of clusters (𝑁cls), which is described by thefunction
𝜎trunc =
√
𝜎2sys +
𝜎2stat
𝑁cls
, (3)
Fig. 38. Truncated mean signal as a function of momentum for p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN= 5.02 TeV. The solid lines represent the expected signals for various particle species.
Fig. 39. Resolution of the truncated mean signal as a function of the number of clustersin p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV.
where 𝜎sys describes systematic uncertainties due to, e.g. residual cali-bration effects. The fit shows that the resolution is, as expected, mainlydriven by a statistical scaling according to the law 𝜎trunc ∝ 1∕√𝑁cls.The results demonstrate a resolution of the truncated mean signal of12% for tracks with signals in all six layers. It should be noted that theresolution is, in parts, limited by the ion tails in the late time bins leadingto a correlation between individual time bins (see Section 8).Fig. 40 shows the pion–kaon and kaon–proton separation power asa function of momentum. The separation power is calculated as thedistance between the expected truncated mean signal 𝑆 trunc of pions(kaons) and kaons (protons) divided by the resolution of the response:
𝛥
𝜎trunc =
𝑆 trunc𝜋,K −𝑆
trunc
K,p
𝜎trunc . At low momenta an excellent separation power isachieved, at high momentum the separation power is about 2 for 𝜋/Kand 1 for K/p.
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Fig. 40. Measured separation power ( 𝛥
𝜎trunc
=
𝑆 trunc𝜋,K −𝑆
trunc
K,p
𝜎trunc
) for 𝜋/K and K/p separation as afunction of momentum.
11.2. Electron identification
For the electron identification (eID), also the temporal evolution ofthe signal is used. For each TRD chamber the signal amplitudes of theclusters along a tracklet are redistributed into seven slices during thetrack reconstruction (see Section 8). Each slice corresponds to about5 mm of detector thickness for a track with normal incidence. The ratioof the average signal for electrons and pions as a function of the slicenumber is shown in Fig. 41 for p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. Atlarge slice numbers, i.e. long drift times, the TR contribution is visiblebecause the TR photon is predominantly absorbed at the entrance of thedrift region.The eID performance is expressed in terms of the electron efficiency(the probability to correctly identify an electron) and the correspondingpion efficiency (the fraction of pions that are incorrectly identifiedas electrons). The inverse of the pion efficiency is the pion rejection
Fig. 41. Ratio of the average signal of electrons to that of pions as a function of the depthin the detector (slice number; the lowest (highest) slice number is farthest away from(closest to) the radiator).
factor. The following methods are in use: (i) truncated mean (seeprevious section), (ii) a likelihood method with ‘dimensionality’ (one-dimensional, LQ1D, corresponds to the total integrated charge [106],two-dimensional, LQ2D, for two charge bins [110], etc.), (iii) neuralnetworks (NN) [111–113].For the LQ2D method the signal is evaluated in two charge bins,i.e. the integrated signals of the first four slices and the last three slicesare averaged. The latter sum contains most of the TR contribution. Forthe LQ3D method, the signals of the slices are combined as sums ofthe first three, the next two and the final two. Both the LQ7D andNN methods utilise 7 charge bins and thus benefit from the completeinformation contained in all 7 slices. While individual slices may beempty, the charge bins must contain a charge deposition. In physicsanalyses, this selection criterion does not introduce a loss of electronswhen applying the LQ1D or the LQ2D methods, but causes a reductionin the number of electrons by about 40% when the LQ7D method isused. The clean samples of electrons and pions described above areused to obtain references in momentum bins for particle identification.For each particle traversing the TRD, the likelihood values for electronsand pions, muons, kaons and protons are then calculated for eachchamber via interpolation between adjacent momentum references. Theglobal track particle identification is finally determined as the productof the single layer likelihood values. In physics analyses, hadrons(e.g. pions) can be rejected with the TRD by applying either a cuton the likelihood or a pre-calculated momentum-dependent cut on thelikelihood value for electrons. The latter provides a specified electronefficiency constant versus momentum. To cross-check the references anddetermine systematic uncertainties, electrons from photon conversionscan be studied. In Pb–Pb collisions the mean of the charge depositdistributions shows a centrality (event multiplicity) dependence, ofabout 15% comparing central and peripheral collisions [110], andtherefore centrality-dependent references were introduced.The references can only be created after the relative gain calibrationof the individual pads and the time-dependent gain calibration of thechambers as described in Section 10. After this, the detector responseis uniform across the acceptance and in time, and thus it can bestudied in detail by combining all chambers and the full statistics of1–2 months of data taking. Since the reference creation requires a largedata sample, the reference distributions are only produced after thefull physics reconstruction pass. This means that the reference creationcan only be done later, during data analysis rather than already duringreconstruction. The references for the truncated mean and the likelihoodmethods are stored for this purpose in the Offline Analysis Database(OADB) and read from there in the initialisation phase of the analysistasks [114].The pion efficiency for 1 GeV∕𝑐 tracks is shown as a function of theelectron efficiency and as a function of the number of detector layersproviding signals for the various methods in Fig. 42. For all methods thepion rejection factor decreases as expected with decreasing number ofcontributing layers and a lower electron selection efficiency correspondsto a better pion rejection factor for all methods.A pion rejection factor of about 70 is obtained at a momentum of1 GeV∕𝑐 in p–Pb collisions with the LQ1D method, the most simpleidentification algorithm. The LQ2D method yields a pion rejection factorfar better than the design goal of 100 at 90% electron efficiency foundin test beams with prototypes [105]. When using the temporal evolutionof the signal even better performance is achieved, reaching a rejectionof up to 410.Fig. 43 shows the momentum dependence of the pion efficiency forthe different methods. At low momenta, the pion rejection with theLQ1D method improves with increasing momentum because of the onsetof the transition radiation. From 1–2 GeV∕𝑐 upwards, the electron–pionseparation power gradually decreases due to the saturation of the TRproduction and the relativistic rise of the specific energy loss of pions.The other methods that make use of the temporal evolution of the signalprovide substantial improvements, in particular for low and interme-diate momenta. At high momenta (beyond 2 GeV∕𝑐), the limitation in
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Fig. 42. Pion efficiency as a function of electron efficiency (top, for 6 detector layers) andas a function of the number of detector layers (bottom, for 90% electron efficiency) for thevarious eID methods. The results are compared for the momentum interval 0.9–1.1 GeV∕𝑐in p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. The results of the truncated mean method areonly shown for a minimum of 4 tracklets, where the resolution is better than 18% (seeFig. 39).
statistics for the reference distributions is reflected in the rather modestimprovements in the pion rejection in the multi-dimensional methods.The similar momentum-dependent shape of the likelihood methods is inparts due to the usage of the same data sample for reference creation.The best performance is achieved for the LQ7D and NN methods.However these methods are sensitive to a residual miscalibration ofthe drift velocity, while the truncated mean and LQ1D method aremore robust against small miscalibration effects. At low momentum,where the energy loss dominates the signal, the truncated-mean methodprovides very good pion rejection. The rejection power of the methoddecreases at higher momenta, because the TR contribution, yieldinghigher charge deposits, is likely to be removed in the truncation [107].
Fig. 43. Pion efficiency (for 90% electron efficiency) as a function of momentum for thetruncated mean, LQ1D, LQ2D, LQ3D, LQ7D and NN methods. The results are from p–Pbcollisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV and for tracks with signals in six layers.
To visualise the strength of the TRD LQ2D electron identificationmethod, the difference in units of standard deviations between the mea-sured TPC energy loss of a given track and the expected energy loss ofan electron for tracks with TOF and TOF+TRD particle identification isshown in Fig. 44. The results are compared for tracks with a momentumof 1.9–2.1 GeV∕𝑐 within the TRD acceptance. In this momentum intervalelectrons cannot be discriminated from pions using TOF-only electronidentification. After applying the TRD electron identification with 90%electron efficiency with the LQ2D method, hadrons are suppressedby about a factor of 130. The electron identification capabilities ofthe TRD thus allow selecting a very pure electron sample. This isimportant, e.g. for the measurement of electrons from heavy-flavourhadron decays. Details on the usage of the electron identification forthe latter measurement in pp collisions at √𝑠 = 7 TeV can be foundin [115].In the Bayesian approach within ALICE [116], where the identifi-cation capabilities of several detectors are combined, the TRD particleidentification contributes with its estimate of the probability for a given
Fig. 44. Difference in units of standard deviations between the measured TPC energy lossof a given track and the expected energy loss of an electron with TOF (±3𝜎TOFe ) and TRD(90% electron efficiency) electron identification. The distributions are shown for trackswith a momentum of 1.9–2.1 GeV∕𝑐 within the TRD acceptance (6 layers in the TRD) inp–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV.
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particle to belong to a given species. For this purpose, transverse mo-mentum dependent ‘propagation factors’ for the priors, which representthe expected abundance of each particle species within the ITS and TPCacceptance, are calculated and stored in the analysis framework.
12. Trigger
ALICE features a trigger system with three hardware levels and aHLT farm [2]. Apart from the contributions from the pretrigger system(see Section 5.1), the TRD contributes to physics triggers at level-1.These are based on tracks reconstructed online in the GTU (see Sec-tion 5.3). The reconstruction is based on online tracklets (track segmentscorresponding to one read-out chamber) that are calculated locally inthe FEE of each chamber. The local tracking in the FEE and the globalonline tracking in the GTU are discussed in the following.As the trigger decision is based on individual tracks, a variety ofsignatures can be implemented, only limited by the complexity of therequired calculations and the available time. In the following, the trig-gers on cosmic-ray muons, electrons, light nuclei, and jets are discussed.
12.1. Local online tracking
The local online tracking is carried out in parallel in the FEE (seeSection 5.2). Each of the 65 000 MCMs processes data from 21 pads, 3 ofwhich are cross-fed from the neighbouring chips to avoid inefficienciesat the borders of the chip (see Fig. 15). For accurate online tracking, allrelevant corrections and calibration steps must be applied online. Afterappending two digits to avoid rounding imprecisions, the digitised dataare propagated through a chain of filters. First, a pedestal filter is used tocompensate for variations in the baseline. A gain filter makes it possibleto correct for local gain variations, either caused by the chamber orby the electronics. This equilibration is important for the evaluation ofthe specific energy loss, which is used for online particle identification.It uses correction factors derived from the krypton calibration (seeSection 10.2). A tail cancellation filter can be used to reduce the biasfrom ion tails of signals in preceding time bins. This improves thereconstruction of the radial cluster positions and of the deflection in thetransverse plane. The offline reconstruction takes the already appliedonline corrections into account. For that purpose, all configurationsettings are stored in the OCDB and are, therefore, known during theoffline processing.After the filtering, the data for one event are searched time bin-wisefor clusters by a hardware pre-processor. A cluster is found if the chargeon three adjacent pads exceeds a configurable threshold and the centrechannel has the largest charge (see Fig. 45). For each MCM and timebin, transverse positions are calculated for up to six clusters. They are
Fig. 45. Example tracklet in one MCM. The ADC data for 26 time bins (100 ns each) from21 channels are shown. The found clusters are marked as asterisks and the final tracklet,calculated as a straight line fit through the clusters, with Lorentz correction as a red line.(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referredto the web version of this article.)
Fig. 46. Sketch of the tracklet reconstruction. The tracklet reconstruction in the MCMsis performed in a local coordinate system. The tracklet comprises the information on 𝑦,
𝑑𝑦, 𝑧 and PID. The magnetic and electric field and the effect of the Lorentz angle (𝛹L) areindicated as well.
used to calculate and store the (channel-wise) sums required for a linearregression.After the processing of all time bins, up to four channels with aminimum number of found clusters are further processed (if more thanfour channels exceed the threshold, the four of them with the largestnumber of clusters are used). For the selected channels, a straight line fitis computed from the pre-calculated sums. The fit results in informationon the local transverse position 𝑦, the deflection in the bending plane
𝑑𝑦, the longitudinal position 𝑧, and a PID value. The transverse positionand deflection are calculated from the fit, the longitudinal position isderived from the MCM position, and the PID from a look-up table usingthe accumulated charge as input.The reconstructed values for 𝑦 and 𝑑𝑦 are corrected for systematicshifts caused by the Lorentz drift and the pad tilt. An example of areconstructed tracklet is shown in Fig. 46. Eventually, the values (infixed-point representation) are packed into one 32-bit word per trackletfor read-out.A realistic simulation of the local tracking was implemented in theALICE software framework and is used in Monte Carlo productions basedon event generators but can also be run on data recorded with the actualdetector. This allows cross-validating hardware and simulation, and tostudy the effect of parameter changes on the tracklet finding. Therefore,Monte Carlo simulations are well-suited to study the performance ofthe online tracking algorithm with a given set of configuration optionssince tracklets can be compared to track references (track positionsfrom Monte Carlo truth information). This allows tracklet efficienciesto be determined. An example is displayed in Fig. 47, which shows theefficiency of the tracklet finding process for a typical set of parameters
Fig. 47. Reconstruction efficiencies for tracklets as a function of 𝑦 and 𝑞∕𝑝T for MonteCarlo simulations. The 𝑧-axis entries are zero-suppressed.
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as a function of 𝑦 and 𝑞∕𝑝T. The efficiency drops for large 𝑦 and negative
𝑞∕𝑝T, where the asymmetry in 𝑦 is caused by a combination of theLorentz correction and the numerical range available for the deflection.The efficiency is close to 100% in the regime relevant for triggering.Furthermore, shifts in 𝑦 and 𝑑𝑦 are calculated with respect to the ex-pectation from the Monte Carlo information. Besides a small systematicshift because of the uncorrected misalignment, the distributions showwidths of about 300 μm and 1700 μm in 𝑦 and 𝑑𝑦 [70], respectively.
12.2. Global online tracking
The global online tracking in the GTU operates stack-wise on thetracklets reconstructed and transmitted by the FEE. It is divided intoa track matching and a reconstruction stage. The algorithm used forthe matching of the tracklets is optimised for the high multiplicityenvironment of Pb–Pb collisions [117]. It is implemented in the FPGAsof the GTU (see Section 5.3) and operates in parallel on subsets oftracklets that are compatible with a track in the 𝑥–𝑧 plane. Groups oftracklets which fall into ‘roads’ pointing to the nominal primary vertexare pre-selected. The tracklets are propagated to a virtual plane in themiddle of the stack. Those which are close enough on this plane areconsidered to belong to the same track. The algorithm exploits a fixedread-out order of the tracklets to limit the number of comparisons forthe matching, meaning that a linear scaling of the tracking time withthe number of tracklets can be achieved.
Fig. 48. Event display showing the tracks available for the level-1 trigger from the onlinereconstruction (green) in comparison with helix fits to the contributing tracklets (blue).The offset 𝑎 from the primary vertex used as measure for 1∕𝑝T is shown as well. Thecolour coding of the tracklets (small boxes) is according to stacks. (For interpretation ofthe references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version ofthis article.)
Fig. 50. Dependence of the time required for the global online tracking on the trackletmultiplicity in a single stack.
Global online tracks consist of at least four matching tracklets. Thereconstruction stage uses the positions of the contributing tracklets tocalculate a straight line fit (see Fig. 48). The computation is simplifiedby the use of pre-calculated and tabulated coefficients, which dependon the layer mask. The approximation of a straight line is adequatefor the trigger-relevant tracks above 2 GeV∕𝑐. The transverse offset 𝑎from the nominal vertex position is then used to estimate the transversemomentum [117]. The PID value for the track is calculated as theaverage over the contributing tracklets. A precise simulation of all thetracking steps was implemented and validated in AliRoot. It was usedfor systematic studies of the tracking performance, see below.Fig. 49 shows the timing of the online tracking together with theconstraints for the trigger contributions. Between interactions, the FEEis in a sleep mode [77]. In this mode only the ADCs, the digital filters,and the pipeline stages are active. The latter makes it possible to processthe data from the full drift time upon arrival of a wake-up signal (seeSection 5.1). The processing can be aborted if it is not followed by alevel-0 trigger. In this case, a clear sequence is executed for resettingand putting the FEE back to sleep mode. If a level-0 trigger was received,processing continues and the tracklets are sent to the GTU. Here, thetrack matching and reconstruction runs as the tracklets arrive. Thetracks are used to evaluate the trigger conditions (see next sections)until the contribution for the level-1 trigger must be issued to the CTP(about 6 μs after the level-0 trigger). The tracking can continue beyondthe contribution time for the trigger; the resulting tracks are ignoredfor the decision but are available for offline analysis (flagged as out-of-time).Fig. 50 shows the tracking time measured during data taking inp–Pb collisions. It shows the expected linear scaling with the numberof tracklets.The efficiency of the global online tracking is shown in Fig. 51.In order to separate the efficiency of the online tracking from theacceptance and geometrical limitations, the normalisation is done once
Fig. 49. Timing of the various phases for the online tracking with respect to the interaction.
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for all primary tracks and once for those which are findable, i.e. whichhave at least 4 tracklets assigned in one stack in the offline tracking (TRDacceptance). The efficiency starts to rise at about 0.6 GeV∕𝑐, reaches halfof its asymptotic value at 1 GeV∕𝑐, and saturates above about 1.5 GeV∕𝑐.Lower transverse momenta are not relevant for the trigger operation andcorresponding tracks are suppressed at various stages. For comparison,the curve obtained from an ideal Monte Carlo simulation shows slightlyhigher efficiencies. The difference is caused by non-operational partsof the real detector (see Section 7) not being reflected in the idealsimulation.
Fig. 51. Acceptance times efficiency of the global online tracking for primary tracks (Data)and tracks in the detector acceptance (Data, TRD acceptance) as function of the transversemomentum of the global offline track (trigger threshold at 2–3 GeV∕𝑐). The results of anideal simulation, not considering non-operational parts of the real detector, are drawn forcomparison. The dotted line shows the theoretical limit of the acceptance with 13 out of
18 supermodules installed during the p–Pb data taking period in Run 1.
Fig. 52. Top: Correlation between 1∕𝑝T obtained from the online tracking and froma matched offline track for pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV. Bottom: Difference (points)of the online and offline track 𝑝T for data and simulation. The error bars indicate thecorresponding width of the difference in 𝑝T.
Fig. 53. Turn-on curve of the trigger with a 𝑝T threshold of 3 GeV∕𝑐 for positively andnegatively charged particles in comparison to the same variable computed in simulationwith a realistic detector geometry (active channels). Also shown is the corresponding dis-tribution for an ideal detector geometry (ideal simulation, not considering misalignment).The onset is characterised by a fit with a Fermi function.
The correlation of the inverse transverse momentum from online andoffline tracking is established by matching global online tracks to globaloffline tracks, reconstructed with ITS and TPC, based on a geometricaldistance measure. An example for pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV is shownin Fig. 52. The online estimate correlates well with the offline valuein the transverse momentum range relevant for the trigger thresholds,i.e. 2–3 GeV∕𝑐. The width of the correlation corresponds to an onlinemeasured resolution of about 10% for momenta of 1.5–5 GeV∕𝑐.The 𝑝T resolution is crucial for the trigger since it determines thesharpness of the threshold. It is shown in Fig. 53 for a 𝑝T threshold of3 GeV∕𝑐, where a width (10%–90%) of about 0.6 GeV∕𝑐 is found. Thisis also well reproduced by simulations.As a further development, the online tracking can benefit from takingthe chamber alignment into account in the local tracking, and alsoby enabling the tail cancellation filter in the FEE. This will allow theuse of tighter windows for the track matching and, thus, a reductionin combinatorial background while maintaining the same trackingefficiency. This is relevant for the online tracking in the high-multiplicityenvironment of Pb–Pb collisions. At the time of writing, these improve-ments are under development.
12.3. Trigger on cosmic-ray muons
Cosmic-ray tracks are used for several purposes in the experiment,e.g. for detector alignment after installation, and before physics runs(see Section 9). Recording sufficient statistics requires a good and cleantrigger, in particular for tracks passing the experiment horizontally, forwhich the rates are very low. Therefore, the first level-1 trigger in ALICEwas contributed by the TRD (even before the LHC start-up) in order toselect events containing tracks from cosmic rays. It was operated on topof a level-0 trigger from TOF (TOF back-to-back coincidence). At first,when the online tracking was still under commissioning, the selectionwas based on coincident charge depositions in multiple layers of anystack. Later, it used the full tracking infrastructure with the condition re-quiring the presence of at least one track in the event. This was sufficientto suppress the background from the impure level-0 input from TOF.
12.4. Trigger on jets
Jets are commonly reconstructed by algorithms which cluster tracksthat are close in pseudorapidity and azimuth (𝜂–𝜑 plane). The areacovered by a TRD stack roughly corresponds to that of a jet cone of
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Fig. 54. Rejection by the level-1 trigger for requiring 1–4 tracks in any stack (𝑁trk ) abovevarying 𝑝T thresholds for pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV [70]. The error bars indicate thestatistical uncertainties. The distributions were obtained by counting the number of tracksin a stack above a given threshold and normalised by the number of sampled events.
Fig. 55. Top: 𝑝T spectra of leading jets for the minimum-bias and triggered samples of ppcollisions at√𝑠 = 8 TeV [70]. The leading jets are defined as the jets with the highest 𝑝Tin the event. Bottom: For comparison the 𝑝T spectra were scaled to the same yield between60 and 80 GeV∕𝑐. The spectra were re-binned to calculate the ratios.
radius 𝑅 = 0.2. This allows the presence of several tracks above a 𝑝Tthreshold within one stack to be used as a signature for a high-𝑝T jet.The TRD is only sensitive to the charged tracks of the jet, which is alsothe part that is reconstructed using global offline tracking in the centralbarrel detectors.
Fig. 56. Fragmentation functions of leading jets from the TRD-triggered sample for jetsin different 𝑝T intervals in pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV [70]. The leading jets are definedas the jets with the highest 𝑝T in the event.
In pp collisions at √𝑠 = 8 TeV and p–Pb collisions at√
𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV, the trigger sampled the anticipated integratedluminosity of about 200 nb−1 and 1.4 nb−1 in Run 1, respectively.Fig. 54 shows the rejection observed in pp collisions (√𝑠 = 8 TeV) forthe condition of a certain number of global online tracks above a 𝑝Tthreshold within any stack. As a compromise between rejection andefficiency for the triggering on jets, 3 tracks above 3 GeV∕𝑐 were chosenas a trigger condition. This results in a very good rejection, of about
1.5 ⋅ 10−4. The jet trigger was also used in p–Pb collisions, where a goodperformance was achieved as well. However, the higher multiplicityreduces the rejection slightly.In Fig. 55 the jet 𝑝T spectra from the TRD-triggered data sampleare shown. The jets were reconstructed using the anti-kt jet finder fromthe Fastjet package [118] with a resolution parameter of 𝑅 = 0.4. Asexpected it extends to significantly larger jet 𝑝T than the one from theminimum-bias data sample. In order to judge the bias on the shape of thespectrum, it is compared to an EMCal-triggered sample. At sufficientlyhigh 𝑝T above about 50 GeV∕𝑐, the shapes of the spectra agree.To further judge the bias on the fragmentation, the raw fragmen-tation function is shown as reconstructed from the jets in the TRD-triggered data sample in Fig. 56. The commonly used variable 𝜉 isdefined as
𝜉 = − log
𝑝trkT
𝑝jetT
. (4)
For the lower jet 𝑝T intervals, a clear distortion can be seen at 𝜉values corresponding to the 𝑝T threshold (in the given jet 𝑝T interval).It disappears for higher jet 𝑝T, and agreement with fragmentationfunctions obtained from an EMCal-triggered sample is found for jet 𝑝Tabove about 80 GeV∕𝑐 [70].In order to improve the efficiency of the jet trigger, the countingof tracks can be extended over stack boundaries and, thus, avoid theacceptance gaps introduced between sectors and stacks. Correspondingstudies are ongoing.
12.5. Trigger on electrons
During the tracklet reconstruction stage an electron likelihood isassigned to each tracklet allowing for an electron identification (seeSection 12.1). It was calculated using a one-dimensional look-up tablebased on the total accumulated charge (the hardware also allows atwo-dimensional LUT). The tracklet length is taken into account asa correction factor applied to the charge, making the actual look-up table universal across the detector. The look-up table is createdfrom reference charge distributions of clean electron and pion samplesobtained through topological identification (see Section 11).
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In order to select electrons at the trigger level, a combination ofa 𝑝T threshold and a PID threshold can be used. The thresholds wereoptimised for different physics cases. For electrons from semileptonicdecays of heavy-flavour hadrons, the goal was to extend the 𝑝T reachat high values. Thus, a 𝑝T threshold of 3 GeV∕𝑐 was chosen and the PIDthreshold was adjusted to achieve a rejection of minimum-bias events bya factor of about 100. For the measurement of quarkonia in the electronchannel, a 𝑝T threshold of 2 GeV∕𝑐 was chosen to cover most of thetotal cross-section. The PID threshold was increased to achieve a similarrejection as for the heavy-flavour trigger. Both triggers were used in ppand p–Pb (and Pb–p) collisions and share a large fraction of the read-out bandwidth. For example in p–Pb collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeVrecorded during Run 2, about 45% of the events of both electron triggerswith late conversion rejection (see below) overlap.The main background of the electron triggers is caused by theconversion of photons in the detector material at large radii just in frontof or at the beginning of the TRD. The emerging electron–positron pairslook like high-𝑝T tracks and are likely to also be identified as electronsas well. This background is suppressed by requiring (in addition to thethresholds explained above) at least five tracklets, one of which must bein the first layer. The background can be further reduced by requiringthat the online track can be matched to a track in the TPC. However, thiscannot be done during the online tracking, but only during the offlineanalysis or in the HLT during data taking.To judge the performance of the triggers, electron candidates areidentified using the signals from TPC, TOF, and TRD. For TPC and TOFthe selection is based on 𝑛𝜎e , i.e. the deviation of the measured signalfrom the expected signal normalised to the expected resolution. Fig. 57shows the distribution of this variable for the TPC as a function of thetrack momentum 𝑝. The data sample was derived using an electrontrigger with a 𝑝T threshold of 3 GeV∕𝑐 and cleaned in the offline analysisby requiring matching with TPC tracks, i.e. rejecting electrons fromphoton conversions. Above 3 GeV∕𝑐 the enhancement of electrons isclearly visible in the region around 𝑛𝜎TPCe = 0.The enhancement due to the TRD electron trigger in comparison tothe minimum-bias trigger is also clearly visible in Fig. 58, which showsa projection of 𝑛𝜎TPCe in a momentum interval for both data samples. Afurther suppression of hadrons can be achieved by exploiting the offlinePID of the TRD (see Section 11). Fig. 59 shows the 𝑝T spectra of electroncandidates with 6 layers identified using the TPC and the TOF in theminimum-bias and triggered data sample. The expected onset at the
Fig. 57. 𝑛𝜎TPCe as a function of momentum for Pb–p collisions at√𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV recordedwith the electron trigger (𝑝T threshold at 3 GeV∕𝑐). Electrons from photon conversions inthe detector material were rejected by matching the online track with a track in the TPC.
Fig. 58. Electron selection for triggered data with and without the TRD offline PID (seeSection 11) in Pb–p collisions at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. Electrons from photon conversionsin the detector material were rejected by matching the online track with a track in theTPC. The corresponding distribution for minimum-bias data, scaled to the maximum of thedistribution of the triggered data sample, is shown to visualise the TRD trigger capabilityto enhance electrons.
Fig. 59. 𝑝T spectra of identified electrons for the minimum-bias and TRD-triggered datasample of Pb–p collisions at√𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV. For the result of the TRD-triggered sample,electrons from photon conversions in the detector material were rejected by matching theonline track with a track in the TPC.
trigger threshold of 3 GeV∕𝑐 is observed for the triggered events andshows in comparison to the corresponding spectrum from minimum-biascollisions an enhancement of about 700.The dominant background for the electron triggers, i.e. the conver-sion of photons at large radii close to the TRD entrance and in the firstpart of the TRD, was addressed before Run 2. The 𝑝T reconstruction inthe online tracking assumes tracks originating from the primary vertex,which results in a too-high momentum for the electrons and positronsfrom ‘late conversions’ as shown in Fig. 60. An online rejection based onthe calculation of the sagitta in the read-out chambers was implementedand validated. For a sagitta cut of 𝛥1∕𝑝T = 0.2 𝑐∕GeV an increasedrejection of a factor of 7 at the same efficiency was achieved in ppcollisions at√𝑠 = 13 TeV [119]. For this selection criterion about 90%of the late conversions are removed, while about 70% of the good tracksare kept. This improvement allows only those tracks to be used for the
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Fig. 60. Photon converting into an e+ e− pair at a large radius resembling a high-𝑝T trackfor the online tracking (green dashed line) since the offset to the primary vertex is small.
electron trigger which are not tagged as late conversions. This settingwas already successfully used in Run 2.
12.6. Trigger on nuclei
A trigger on light nuclei was used for the first time in the high-interaction p–Pb and Pb–p data taking at √𝑠NN = 5.02 TeV in 2016.It exploits the much higher charge deposition from multiply-chargedparticles. The trigger enhances mainly the statistics of doubly-chargedparticles (𝑍 = 2), i.e. 3He and 4He. The trigger was operated with anestimated efficiency of about 30% at a rejection factor of about 600.This trigger is also used in the pp data taking at 13 TeV during Run 2to significantly enhance the sample of light nuclei. The trigger does notjust enhance the sample of particles with 𝑍 = 2, but also of deuteron,triton and hypertriton (a bound state of a proton, a neutron and a lambdahyperon, which decays weakly into a 3He and a pion) nuclei. This willallow a precise determination of the mass and the lifetime of the latter.
13. Summary
The physics objectives of the TRD together with the challenging LHCenvironment have led to an ambitious detector design. This required thedevelopment of a new chamber design with radiator and electronics.After extensive tests of individual components and the full system, aswell as commissioning with cosmic-ray tracks, the detector was readyfor data taking with the first collisions provided by the LHC in 2009.During Run 1, the original setup of 7 installed supermodules was furtherextended, reaching a maximum coverage of 13/18 in azimuth. Thedetector was completed in the LS 1 before Run 2. Since then it providescoverage of the full azimuthal acceptance of the central barrel. Read-out and trigger components were also upgraded. The developed gassystem, services and infrastructure, read-out and electronics, and theDetector Control System allow the successful operation of the detector.The xenon-based gas mixture (over 27 m3) essential for the detectionof the TR photons is re-circulated through the detector in order toreduce costs. To minimise the dead time and to cope with the read-out rates for heavy-ion data taking in Run 2, the data from the detectorare processed in a highly parallelised read-out tree using a multi-eventbuffering technique, with link speeds to the DAQ of about 4 Gbit/s.Failsafe and reliable detector operation and its monitoring was achieved.The resulting running efficiencies are about 100% at read-out ratesranging from 100 to 850 Hz in pp and p–Pb collisions, and up to 350 Hzin Pb–Pb collisions.
Robust schemes for calibration, alignment and tracking were es-tablished. The TRD adds roughly 70 cm to the lever arm of the othertracking detectors in ALICE. The 𝑞∕𝑝T resolution of high transverse mo-mentum tracks at 40 GeV∕𝑐 is thus improved by about 40%. In addition,the TRD increases the precision and efficiency of track matching of thedetectors that lie behind it. Tracks anchored to the TRD are essential tocorrect the space charge distortions in the ALICE TPC.Several hadron and electron identification methods were developed.The electron identification performance is overall better than the designvalue. At 90% electron efficiency, a pion rejection factor of about 70is achieved at a momentum of 1 GeV∕𝑐 for simple identification algo-rithms. When using the temporal evolution of the signal, a pion rejectionfactor of up to 410 is obtained.The complex and efficient design of the trigger allows the provisionof triggers based on transverse momentum and electron identificationin just about 6 μs after the level-0 trigger. This procedure successfullyprovides enriched samples of high-𝑝T electrons, light nuclei, and jetsin pp and p–Pb collisions. In pp collisions, e.g. at √𝑠 = 8 TeV, thejet trigger has efficiently sampled the foreseen integrated luminosityof about 200 nb−1 during Run 1 with a constant rejection of around
1.5 ⋅ 10−4. The TRD will contribute further to the physics output of theexperiment in various areas, giving enriched samples of electrons, lightnuclei and jets due to the trigger capabilities as well as its contributionsto tracking and particle identification.
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